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Dan Mason:
Try Bold HD
Radio Formats
POOLESVILLE, Md. Dan Mason has
managed some of the largest radio groups
in the country in his 30-year radio career.
He was an executive with several group
owners, including Infinity Radio,
CBS Radio and Group W Radio at
Westinghouse Broadcasting.
The former president of CBS Radio, later renamed Infinity Radio, is now aconsultant to several radio broadcasting companies.
Mason became aconsultant to Ibiquity
Digital for its HD Radio rollout in 2003.
The 54- year-old has been involved with
terrestrial radio's digital technology for
about 12 years; two of his former employers, Group W and CBS, were among the
early investors in the technology.
He consults with Ibiquity management
in promoting the value of IBOC technology
and building broader relationships with
broadcasters to drive the rollout. In presentations to cluster and group executives with
Ibiquity Broadcast Strategic Marketing
Manager Don Kelly, Mason talks about the
evolution of the technology and potential
See MASON, page 18
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Gulf Stations Help Each Other
by Randy J. Stine
NEW ORLEANS While broadcasters
nationwide continue relief efforts to aid
victims of Hurricane Katrina, stations
along the Gulf Coast from the Big Easy
to the Florida coastline struggled to
recover in the days and weeks after.
Hurricane preparedness strategies appear
to have helped coastline stations cope
with one of this country's worst natural
disasters.
Rebuilding plans will be necessary for
stations in markets such as New Orleans,
Mobile, Ala., and Biloxi, Miss. Clear
Channel Radio, Cumulus Broadcasting and

Entercom Communications were among
the groups significantly affected. Countless
other licensees absorbed damage.
Communication with stations in the
impacted areas immediately following
Katrina was difficult and at times limited
to e-mail due to spotty landline phone and
cellular service, according to the engineering heads of these radio groups. Some
broadcasters shipped in satellite phones to
communicate with CEs in the field.
"Devastating," said Steve Davis, senior
vice president of engineering for Clear
Channel Radio. He commanded recovery
efforts for Clear Channel's stations from
his office in Tulsa, Okla.

Stations benefited by knowing that the
hurricane was approaching. Clear
Channel had ordered stations along the
coastline to top off generator fuel tanks;
it positioned fuel trucks at several locations just outside the expected hurricane
strike zone prior to landfall.
Backups
"We backed up traffic and music systems in case we lost servers, which we
did," Davis said. "We also planned how to
originate news from Baton Rouge if we
lost New Orleans. We used Mobile as the
staging area for satellite dishes, backup
generators and diesel fuel."
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Davis said he had direct communications with approximately 40 Clear
Channel stUtitens that were affected operationally. Damage ranged from tower
collapses and power outages to studio
evacuations.
"We lost a 1,000-foot FM tower in
Hattiesburg ( Miss.) and immediately
shipped our corporate emergency FM
transmission van to that market," he said.
"The truck is afully-equipped FM transmitter site with transmitter and antenna.
We had to use a helicopter to evacuate
several staffers from our New Orleans
facility. I've never seen anything like it."
Some Clear Channel stations along the
coastline were told to cut back on auxiliary power to conserve generator fuel,
Davis said, and stations were "just running
news and hurricane information 2417. Our
stations turned into emergency public
information sites."
Clear Channel evacuated staffers from
its New Orleans cluster, which includes
two AMs and five FMs, and carried programming the first few days from sister
WJBO(AM) in Baton Rouge. In some
cases, Clear Channel used the satellite
capabilities of Louisiana Radio Network to
ship emergency programming to Ku dishes
at various transmitter sites, Davis said.
"We also fed programming from Baton
Rouge via ISDN to Premiere Radio
Networks for them to uplink it for us. One
of the major problems was losing the
WAN when the phones went down.
Except for the satellite phones, it was hard
to communicate with people:' Davis said.
Premiere is asubsidiary of Clear Channel.
Clear Channel uses aHurricane Response
Team listsery as an additional means of
communication with CEs, Davis said.
'United Broadcasters'
Clear Channel and Entercom combined
efforts within days of the disaster to launch
"United Radio Broadcasters of New
See KATRINA, page 3
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Good Digital Deal... or aDeal Breaker?
Comments Fly on Digital Radio Standard
And What Critics Have Said About It
This is a sampling of reply comments
to the FCC regarding the IBOC digital
broadcasting standard. These followed
initial comments, excerpted here in earlier issues.
The NRSC In-Band/On-Channel
(IBOC) Digital Broadcasting Standard,
NRSC-5, was submitted to the commission on May 18, 2005 for consideration
as it develops technical rules for IBOC
operation of both AM and FM stations in
the United States. The undersigned all
played a major role in developing this
standard. ...
For reasons clearly noted within the
standard, it does not contain audio coding
and compression specifications.
Early in the development of this standard, Ibiquity informed the NRSC that,
due to nondisclosure agreements with
partners that participated in the development of the HDC codec, it would not be
possible to provide the NRSC with the
specific details necessary for inclusion in
the standard. Consequently, at the Feb.
17, 2004 meeting of its IBOC Standards
Development Working Group (ISDWG),

Katrina
Continued from page 2
Orleans" as ameans to reach listeners left
behind in New Orleans. The entity created
programming for approximately 15 New
Orleans stations using programming from
Entercom's WWL(AM). It was based at
Clear Channel's facility in Baton Rouge,
approximately 80 miles from New Orleans.
"Clear Channel had several studios that
they were just finishing up not far from the
Louisiana Radio Network's facility. We
used ISDN to get to the LRN uplink center to put our programming up on satellite," said Marty Hadfield, vice president
of engineering for Entercom, who coordinated recovery efforts for the group's New
Orleans stations from Seattle.
"We used anon-penetrating assembly
for aC-band dish mounted at the Jefferson
Parish Emergency Operations Center for a
downlink site," he said. "That's only a
couple of miles from the WWL transmitter site. From the emergency center we
used a950 MHz microwave link out to the
WWL transmitter site to put it on the air."
Entercom was simulcasting emergency
information on all six of its New Orleans
radio stations, Hadfield said.
"Our main downtown building had all
of the windows blown out and the studios
were all dead except for two internal hardened studios we built specifically for this
type of event. We ran them on a natural
gas generator for at least the first five
days," Hadfield said.
He predicted it would be "months and
months" before operations along the Gulf
Coast would return to normal for most
broadcasters.
Gary Kline, corporate director of engineering for Cumulus Broadcasting, said
the group's six Mobile, Ala., stations were
all "off the air for various lengths of time"
because of power outages.
"The power grid was very unstable. Our

the NRSC faced squarely the two possible alternatives resulting from this situation — either develop astandard without
the inclusion of a codec or develop no
standard at all.

Signal Labs and Impulse Radio were all
part of this consensus. Jonathan Hardis,
participating in the work of the ISDWG
as the representative of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), stated that it was his desire to not
express an opinion on this point. ...
The NRSC has specific procedures for
soliciting and reviewing comments prior

I fthe commission is to remand this
standard back to the NRSC for inclusion of
the HDC codec, it is the firm belief of the
undersigned that there will be no NRSC
standard for IBOC.

— Charles T. Morgan,
Milford K. Smith Jr. and Andy Laird
Of the 23 companies and organizations
represented at this meeting, there was a
consensus to move forward with the
development of astandard that would not
include a codec. The minutes of that
meeting show that Microsoft, Broadcast
tower sites did OK with generator power.
We did suffer some transmitter damage at
WAVH(FM) ... probably from the power
surges," Kline said. WAVH remained off
the air aweek after the storm.
Kline said Cumulus' experience during
Hurricane Ivan, which struck the Mobile
area in September 2004, left his stations
better prepared.
"Left over from Ivan we had two single-bay antennas mounted on our 150-foot
STL tower and two Harris 1kW solidstate frequency agile transmitters in our
rack room. We broadcast several of our
stations on the STL tower ... enough to
cover downtown anyway," Kline said.
Cumulus also suffered minor damage to
its stations in Columbus-Starkville, Miss.,
and Pensacola, Fla., Kline said.
The broadcast community responded
broadly to help. Immediately after the
storm the FCC stayed open through the
Labor Day weekend, and suspended some
rules to make it easier for stations to get
back on the air, help each other and share
resources. Numerous broadcasters moved
to raise money for the storm victims. NAB
spearheaded an effort to raise aminimum
of $ 100 million and started it with a $ 1
million donation to the American Red
Cross.
Sept.
9 was
declared
"BroadcastUnity Day" for stations to
devote air time for fundraising messages.
NAB asked members to donate equipment to radio and TV stations hurt by
the hurricane. Suppliers offered equipment or set aside portions of proceeds
for hurricane relief. The SBE sought to
act as a clearinghouse, putting those
who could offer help in touch with those
who needed it.

to avote on astandard. During the comment cycle preceding adoption of NRSC5, the request for inclusion of the HDC
codec was again raised and addressed in
accordance with these provisions and
again rejected by consensus of the group.
If the commission is to remand this
standard back to the NRSC for inclusion
of the HDC codec, it is the firm belief of
the undersigned that there will be no

NRSC standard for IBOC.
The concept of a "codec identifier"
designed to allow IBOC receivers to recognize the specific audio codec being
used for aspecific transmission was first
brought to the attention of the NRSC in
March, 2005. The present standard does
not specify aparticular audio codec and
is meant to be "codec agnostic," but it
does not include a specific mechanism
for distinguishing between different
codecs, and there is general agreement
within the ISDWG that a method for
identifying codecs would be desirable.
Unfortunately, this concept was
brought forth only a few weeks before
the completed draft standard was to be
sent out for comment and as such there
was no time for it to be properly
researched and incorporated into the
standard. The potential of including of
codec identifier is presently being studied
within the ISDWG and will be addressed
by the NRSC in the near future. ...
Section 5.3 of the standard ... states
that "Advanced Data Services will be
incorporated into the standard and more
fully detailed in additional reference documents at alater date." A draft version ...
was completed and distributed to the
DAB Subcommittee for comment on
Aug. 8, 2005. At the conclusion of the
comment resolution process, the finalized
version will be presented to the
Subcommittee for final adoption. There
appears to be no dissension within the
working group concerning this amendment to the Standard and its adoption is
anticipated within 60 days. Consequently
See NRSC-5. page 6
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From the Editor

Radio: There When the Levee Broke
Iam grateful to those who toiled
through Katrina and its aftermath to keep
stations on the air serving the public in a
time of unprecedented need.
The tragic events in the south remind us
of the importance of reliable, local,
informed broadcasters to our society.
Reading and watching the news from
Louisiana, Mississippi and surrounding
states, Ifound myself recalling the many
times I've heard experts stress preparedness for stations. How many opinion
pieces have we written urging managers to
prepare disaster plans? How many seminars and panels has the NAB sponsored to
help stations prepare? How often did the
topics of generators, food supplies and
evacuation plans come up after 9/11?
Watching the Katrina news, Irecalled a

morning sessions," we wrote in March
about storms of 2004. "Pollet is scheduled
to discuss general planning and the resultant specific checklists that went into the
development and evaluation of the WWL
Radio hurricane operating plan and its
ongoing effect on the station's news, programming and engineering departments."
Well, Pollet and his colleagues must
practice what they preached. Here's another excerpt, this from aNewhouse News
Service article in the Houston Chronicle
Sept. 4:
"Call it the talk show from the end of
the world. WWL(AM) 870, New Orleans'
oldest and most powerful radio station,
has continued to broadcast since
Hurricane Katrina struck. With acollapsed
telephone system, no power and several

The aftermath of a 1947 hurricane on VV\X/Ls transmitter site.
DOE Joe Pollet included this picture in his presentation at
last spring's NAB.
photo that Joseph Pollet had sent me last
spring for publication in Radio World's
NAB convention preview issue. Pollet,
DOE for Entercom's New Orleans cluster,
spoke in April in Las Vegas on "Hurricane
Preparedness in aCity Below Sea Level,"
unaware that his station's plan soon would
be pressed into use.
"Since the Southeast was hit hard during
last hurricane season, owners and managers
are likely to sit up and take notice of the

— The best communication we have is
this radio station,' said Phil Capitano, the
mayor of Kenner, La., during an interview
Wednesday on the station."
How's that for serving the public
necessity?
WWL's good work earned headlines;
and its reach and content were substantially enhanced by other broadcasters, as
reported in Randy Stine's story on page 2.
But many professionals stepped up: engineers who kept stations on the air, managers who allowed staff to share with
competitors, news people who worked
around the clock, FCC staff who opened
their doors late and relaxed rules, suppliers who offered assistance, the NAB,
which took alead role in raising money,
the CEOs at Clear Channel and Entercom

ABC News Radio Correspondent Alex Stone reports
near New Orleans after Katrina. He and engineer Kevin
Rider later joined correspondent Jim Ryan for reports
from downtown.

television stations off the air, 'The Big
870' has tossed an information lifeline to a
drowning city.
"The broadcasts are astunning mix of
interviews with officials, many of whom
say it's their only way to plead for help
from the outside world, plus call-ins from
desperate residents, and long soliloquies
from exhausted anchors pondering what
future, if any, New Orleans may have," the
article reported.

pooling efforts, and many others who will
never receive proper appreciation.
Thank you.
* * *
Buc Fitch writes in this issue about
compliance; his article reinforces what
David Solomon wrote in RW recently.
So much of this seems to me to be
common sense. But apparently it isn't all
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that common.
Buc wrote to me: "You might make
mention that many of the Notices of
Apparent Liability issued in the last few
years could have been addressed without a
negative finding, or ameliorated by an
assessment reduction, if the correspondence from the FCC was routed to the
officers of the company for immediate
response — or if that response had been
precise, timely and with the proper contrite tone:*
Can you say "Duh"?
"Any correspondence or communication from the FCC at any level should be
routed immediately to an officer of the
company:* Fitch continued. "Broadcasters
should treat these like the White House
treats nuclear threats."
Fitch cites acase in which abroadcaster "opened themselves to ahuge fine on a
company level because they sent an FCC
communication concerning high RF levels
in ageneral public area to apart-timer,
who was not given the time or authority to
deal with the issue.
"No reply was sent — and that really
irritates the FCC."
* * *
The number of HD Radio stations on
the air passed 500 in August. Twenty-four
FM stations were multicasting.
The impact of digital continues to be
contentious. We're interested in hearing
about your experiences with interference,
good or bad, as a station engineer and
as a radio consumer. Write to us at
radioworlde imaspub.com.
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GUEST

COMMENTARY

Surround Is Part Entertainment
by Alan Kraemer
The author is chief technology officer
of SRS Labs Inc.
For all the debate over surround for
HD Radio, and radio in general, we may
be losing sight of what we are trying to
accomplish here.
From the broadcasters' point of view,
we are trying to bring some excitement
back to amedium that hasn't really had
any innovation since FM stereo in the
early 1960s. But ultimately we are in the
business of entertaining people — real
people, in real environments who listen
to all of their speakers at once. People
who have started to appreciate surround
in the home, but have been stuck for the
past 30 years listening to dual stereo in
their cars.
So what does it take to entertain? Well,
Idon't think separation is the answer.
From an engineering point of view, it is
all very simple to believe that 5.1 truly
discrete channels (or more) is the ideal.
Unfortunately, people don't experience
auditory reality through 5.1 (or 6.1 or
10.2) speakers arrayed around their
heads.
Our current discrete surround systems
simply provide a rather poor simulation
of reality by surrounding people with
boxes. It might be fun to hear something
coming from the rear speakers, but you
are always aware that the sound is coming from abox. This situation, and the
fact that the playback environment is

heard in every movie theater in major
markets.
Interestingly, because DVD-A and

adoption of technologies that incorporate them.
So is there consensus on a surround

The author, who jokingly calls himself Professor Kraemer when
lecturing on surround, demonstrates the transmission of the signal encoded
with SRS Circle Surround Sound, depicted with zeroes and ones
and the logo for the technology.
SACD are pretty much non-starters, surround radio has awindow of opportunity
to become the major source of surroundencoded content to the automotive listener.
This content need not be limited to prerecorded material. With radio, original and
live productions can be brought to the listener in surround, as is commonly done
with Circle Surround encoding in Japan.
For the CE manufacturer, especially in

approach anywhere? Recently, in SRS
discussions with major automotive and
head unit manufacturers, one seems to be
emerging. Based on value, simplicity and
functionality, these groups are clearly
saying that, for the car, for the foreseeable future, they are planning to imple-

ment matrix surround systems.
This has been demonstrated by recent
Circle Surround implementations by
Panasonic, Kenwood, Fujitsu Ten,
Eclipse, Toyota and Honda with more to
come. Dolby and Harman-based matrix
surround systems are also available on a
number of platforms.
So it seems the CE and automotive
markets have made their decision. The
decoders that will be in the hands of the
consumer will be matrix-based, at least
for the next few years.
That does not preclude the introduction of other surround encode/decode
systems in the future, especially since
accommodations are being made in the
HD Radio bit stream to identify the surround format. This problem was solved
long ago in AN receivers.
The digital bit stream is decoded by
the receiver DSP to determine the appropriate decoder to use, be it Dolby Digital,
DTS or amatrix decoder or straight Pulse
Code Modulation, which is standard
uncompressed, unencoded stereo or Lt/Rt
(matrix surround encoded) digital audio.
There is no reason this approach could
not be applied to and improved upon by
HD Radio.
So at least for now, if you want a
straightforward surround encoding system that can fit easily into the production
workflow, and you want the highest probability of your listeners hearing a surround broadcast in surround, a matrixbased encoding system provides
excellent marketing and technical value
for today's market.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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utomotive head unit manufacturers are
planning to implement matrix surround

systems for the foreseeable future, the

A NEW WAY TO THINK
ABOUT MONITORING
Continuous monitoring of multiple stations

author says.

Automatic detection and notification of out of tolerance conditions
quite different from the performance or
mixing environment, makes any concept
of absolute "audio integrity" somewhat
suspect.
Emotional component
The true goal of any entertainment
experience is to create emotional involvement. It doesn't take surround to do this;
some works are so powerful that listening
to them on an acoustic phonograph can
move people. But surround can help,
especially if the surround system can
convince the listener that he or she is truly immersed in the acoustic environment
of the original performance.
To me, the real goal of an audio reproduction system is to bring the listener as
close as possible to, or beyond, the emotional intensity of a live performance.
Whatever system can achieve this goal —
discrete, matrix or spatial coding — can
be deemed successful, technical differences notwithstanding.
Back to surround radio: What is the
value proposition? For the broadcaster it
is largely marketing. Surround brings
radio on apar with what more and more
consumers are expecting from their
media sources, since DVDs are now virtually ubiquitous and surround can be

the automotive market, surround provides
a way to distinguish their product from
the competition and to provide anew and
exciting feature for the consumer. But the
range of surround material appropriate to
the car is limited.
In addition, consumers generally
already have large existing libraries of
stereo material, either on CDs or most
recently on their digital audio players.
This makes blind up-mixing an absolutely critical feature. Without this, surround
has limited value in the car.
Post processing
In the automotive environment, post
processing can create an exciting
immersive auditory experience by compensating for inherent limitations on
speaker and listener placement, and by
taking full advantage of the resources,
such as deck- mounted rear speakers,
that are available. In the home, post
processing can enhance the perception
of dialog and improve the perceived
bass performance of the system, all in
the name of providing a more exciting
entertainment experience. These types
of post processing features add significantly to the value proposition for the
CE manufacturer and can propel the
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NRSC-5
Continued from page 3

the request for remanding the standard
back to the NRSC for inclusion of this
amendment seems to at this point be
moot.
The comments of Impulses Radio concerning the processes of the NRSC in the
development of NRSC-5, in the view of
these three very active participants in all
phases of the development of this standard, are incorrect and appear to be misplaced.
Charles T Morgan
Milford K. Smith Jr
Andy Laird
National Radio Systems Committee

compatibility between transmitters and
receivers, the fundamental purpose of the
standard.
•NRSC-5 does not provide a single
U.S. digital broadcasting specification,
enabling all receivers to receive programming from all radio stations anywhere in
the country.
•NRSC-5 is not sufficiently complete
to allow skilled engineers to design products compatible with those of Ibiquity.

September 28, 2005

because some corporation backed by
some of the nation's largest broadcast
companies wishes to continue down a
road that is plagued by serious potholes
and technical problems. Those at the
design table for AM IBOC knew at the
onset that the possibility existed for serious interference from digital "hiss."
Early promotion of the Ibiquity system hailed it as putting AM and FM
on equal footing. Can we now agree

I BOC may look like a great business model
for the investors but, pardon my
language, we the AM operators of the
nation are being screwed.

I... anticipate anumber of reply comments to the effect: who am I, a single
individual, to question the collective wisdom, judgment and vote of the NRSC?
However, in the present matter, the
NRSC has so widely missed the mark, so
clearly delivered a document that met
neither its own nor this proceeding's
goals, that the average person can review
this one on substance too.
•Ibiquity promised us atechnical standard containing all essential elements,
specifically citing the codec as one of the
three most important essential elements.
•NRSC-5 lacks acodec, an essential
element that is required to make receivers
compatible with transmitters.
•NRSC-5 does not ensure seamless

— Larry Langford

•NRSC-5 does not lead to lower costs
or increased choices for consumers.
The bottom line is that, in this case, it
does not matter if the process was perfect
or defective. The process is secondary. It
is the result that matters, and the result —
NRSC-5 — is useless for its intended
purposes in its present form.
Jonathan E. Hardis

We the medium- and low- power
American AM broadcasters should not be
made to continue to have aback seat just

"Who's on First?"
— Lou Costello to Bud Abbott debuting before a national
radio audience on the Kate Smith Radio Hour

that we were looking through rose-colored glasses? With the vast number of
AM stations in this nation that will
suffer and face almost certain death
with this new IBOC system, Isay it is
not worth it.
It is also unheard of to have the government back asystem that never faces
any real competition and charges what it
feels is correct for the licensing of the
product. It may look like agreat business
model for the investors but, pardon my
language, we the AM operators of the
nation are being screwed.

T

Ibiquity IBOC will not destroy nighttime

AM service.
— Leonard Kahn

THIS FAMOUS MOMENT IN RADIO HISTORY

is brought to you by Dielectric where our
talent and experience is rivaled only by our
love and respect for the power of radio.
You can't predict when the next historic
moment is going to happen at your station,
but you can depend on Dielectric to help deliver
it to your listeners the instant it does.

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF RADIOTM

Dae-c
tric
COMMUNICATIONS

www.dielectric.com

We ... recognize the great responsibility the FCC will have in deciding "if and
when" to adopt NRSC-5 as it now stands,
or as it may be modified. We say this
because there are large differences in the
suggestions given in the comments to the
Public Notice, ranging ( a) from rapid
adoption of the draft standard to (b) never
permit digital modulation in the AM and
FM broadcasting bands. These range
from the thought- provoking response
from Mr. Jonathan Hardis, to the comments by the Ibiquity Corp. and major
broadcasting station owners, through to
denunciations of the entire system concept....
In short NRSC-5 does not describe the
audio codec (called HDC in normative
references) to a degree of detail that
should be present in astandard.
This ... induced discussion of how
other audio codecs might be permitted
into the IBOC standard. Work is still
ongoing within the NRSC to see how this
might be accomplished. However, to
repeat, this fundamental part of atransmit/over the air/reception system is missing in NRSC-5.
Despite the lack of a standardized
audio codec in NRSC-5, and upon review
of all the comments and the background
of the deliberations of the NRSC's DAB
Subcommittee standardization working
group, DRM does not suggest any specif-

here is some possibility that

February, 1938

1- 866- DIELECTRIC

pay the fees being charged by Ibiquity?
This cannot be happening.
Larry Langford
WGTO(AM)

Engineering Excellence
from Base to Beacon'

It would be abold move for the FCC
to reject the Ibiquity system as unworkable and propose using spectrum for a
new digital service that would allow
existing AM and FM stations to use digital technology not hindered by serious
issues of existing analog compatibility
and interference....
New spectrum for AM and FM digital
is the right way to go. Or at the very least
let's debate it and give it more study. The
current IBOC backers are doing all they
can from alobbying standpoint to tell us
that the bad is not so bad and that this is
really the only way to go faults and all.
The FCC should order the use of
IBOC AM stopped at once. Many stations have numerous complaints and
engineering documentation (proving) that
current IBOC operation causes extreme
interference to analog operation. If this
interference were coming from anything
but IBOC, the FCC would have ordered a
shutdown of the offending station pending resolution of the problem.
Why is IBOC different? To the average listener, noise is noise! Are we the
small AM broadcasters supposed to sit
back and allow years of diminished service until we can afford to convert and

ic timing sequence for NRSC-5.
As
pointed
out
in
the
Microsoft/Impulse/Broadcast Signal Lab
comments ... "the Commission should
remand NRSC-5 to the NRSC with reply
comments of DRM on NRSC-5 instructions to complete the standard by incorporating both an initial codec and amechanism that enables the use of alternative,
optional codees." From an engineering
standpoint it should not be difficult to
incorporate this ' switching function' into
the design of acomplete IBOC system.
Therefore, DRM urges the commission to note this to the NRSC.
We are not suggesting that the NRSC5 not go forward as now written if the
commission believes this is the best way
to proceed. We are suggesting that the
commission take the proper actions to
add alternative audio codec possibilities
to a "final" IBOC standard.
For reasons of flexibility in the future,
for both broadcasters and radio listeners,
it will be advantageous to have within the
U.S. IBOC standard the possibility of
audio codecs that can function well at
low bit rates and are "non-proprietary."
Consumer receivers will then be able to
decode more than one or two audio proSee NRSC-5, page 7
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NEWSWATCH•

NAB Says lbiquity
Didn't Control
NRSC Process
WASHINGTON Despite its critics, the
IBOC standard developed by the National
Radio Systems Committee is complete,
NAB argues. The association urged the
FCC to incorporate NRSC-5 in its final
authorization for terrestrial digital radio
transmissions.
NAB also disagreed with charges that the
NRSC process had been controlled by
Ibiquity.
Statements that advocated reconsidering
the approach for digital radio or using
another band should be dismissed because
the FCC has decided the issue, the trade
group said in reply comments.
NAB agreed with the Consumer
Electronics Association that while the lack
of aspecified codec isn't ideal, "it's workable."
In earlier comments, Microsoft, Impulse
Radio, Broadcast Signal Lab and others said
the lack of acodec was cause to send the
standard back to the NRSC. But NAB said
Ibiquity's or another codec can be used
"without acodec identifier ... since audio
codees are self-identified by digital radios,
i.e., radios built to react to aspecific compression scheme will work when data using
that compression scheme is delivered to the
radio, and the radio will simply ignore compression schemes delivered to it for which it
was not built."
Stations are not required to use Ibiquity's
codec when they go digital, "contrary to the
assertion of Microsoft et al.," NAB argued.
NAB also "vociferously" disagreed with

charges by Impulse that the process was
controlled by Ibiquity, thus giving the company an unfair competitive advantage. NAB
called the process open and fain
Interference concerns can be addressed
by reducing digital power levels or other
means and can be handled on acase-bycase basis, NAB said. Some stations
described their experiences with IBOC
interference in comments; NAB suggested
the agency track these.
The FCC should "begin to characterize
the interference environment nationwide as
stations go on the air with IBOC with a
view toward setting up interference mitigation techniques in the final rules," the association stated.
•

As far as AM interference concerns, the
trade association believes it's important for
AM IBOC to move forward with FM
IBOC, so AM doesn't get left behind.

In Other News
• The FCC is now reporting low-power
FM statistics along with its quarterly summary of U.S. broadcast stations. As of June
30, there were 4,759 AMs, 6,213 FM commercial, 2,585 FM NCEs, 3,906 FM translators/boosters and 498 LPFMs....
• ABC Radio Networks said anew ebusiness system to track commercial airplay
will be in place by next spring. It reached

agreement with software developer Spot
Buy Spot for asystem exclusive to ABC
Radio Networks. ...
• Got agood technical radio idea? NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference organizers have put out their annual call for papers.
See www.nabshow.com/becproposals.asp
•Commercial program supplier Jones
Radio Networks is out with programming
products marketed specifically to Internet
streaming and HD multicasters. "JRN
clients can now receive custom programming in any genre, from mainstream formats
to unique niches," it stated. NPR, Westwood
One and PRI have also announced multicasting programs. ...
• Jim Cunningham, president and owner of Schafer Electronics in Santa Barbara,
Calif., in the mid- 1970s, died at age 87,
according to astatement from media brokers
The aline Company.
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NRSC-5
Continued from page 6
grams per assigned center frequency.
H. Donald Messer
Digital Radio Mondiale

The commission has ... received engineering analysis, using widely different
procedures, from anumber of independent
prestigious engineers, both domestic and
foreign, all reaching the same conclusion:
the Ibiquity system clearly violates FCC
rules and causes severe destructive interference. And, most importantly, the FCC has
now received a number of reports from
engineers and station owners reporting that
the theoretical determined interference is
real and is being suffered wherever the
Ibiquity IBOC system is on the air.
However, on the other hand, it is hard to
believe that Bell Labs engineers, and certain
engineers at Clear Channel, Viacom and
ABC, who the undersigned has had longterm, close professional relationships with,
assuming these highly-skilled individuals
were not coerced, would have advised their
management to go forward with nighttime
operation, knowing the system would fail.
Thus, Imust concede that it is possible
Ido not understand the true IBOC situation and Imust further concede that there
is some possibility that Ibiquity IBOC
will not destroy nighttime AM service.
Leonard Kahn
Kahn Communications i>

IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE ACTION...

Matrix Portable:

LIVE, FROM
IRAQ.

Delivering the sound of holiday cheer to listeners around
the world is as simple as pressing a button. Only the
advanced Comrex Matrix POTS codec delivers the highest quality audio and superior connection reliability over
standard wired, and GSM wireless phone connections,
and satellite terminals. Our road-proven design and construction, plus ease of operation and real-world features,
make Matrix your best choice for all your POTS and ISDN
remotes. The results? Your listeners become the most
generous people on the face of the planet.

Armed with little more than two microphones and aMatrix,
Ted Leitner of XPRS, The Mighty 1090, broadcast his radio
talk show LIVE during morning drive from the Al AsadMarine Base in Iraq. Leitner is facilitating on-air live communication between troops and their families back home in San
Diego, as well as bringing along special guests from the San
Diego sports world, including several of the San Diego Charger Girls. " Keeping the spirits of our armed forces up is what
its all about," said Ted, " Nothing beats bringing alittle piece
of home to our troops stationed abroad. Thanks, Comrex!"

aC:
Sure all the action is in the field, but agreat remote needs a
great home base. And there's nothing better than the Matrix
Rack. It's compatible via POTS and ISDN with ALL Comrex
codecs as well as those from nearly everyone else. Perfect
for receiving those calls from the field. Make the Matrix Rack
the center of communications for ALL your remotes.

Grab your audience 11 .
iy she cars

(Jive

them the fun e\perience—not just astory.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devenu, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Pest-Proof Your Site With Steel Wool

* * *

Chip Morgan of Chip Morgan
Broadcast Engineering offered adifferent
take. Based on the large plug style, the
color of the zip-tie and the shiny external
This is the time of year to protect
appearance of the cord, he says our mystransmitter buildings and AM antenna
tery cable was a 1969 "Hum Dinger"
tuning or coupling units from infestation
cable, sold by Western Electrification
by rodents. Pests can cause no end of
company.
engineering nightmares. And it's not just
This cable was used in the early days
buildings.
of unbalanced solid-state amplifiers
to eliminate hum and provide lightning protection. The way it works
is that the chassis of the protected
equipment is tied directly to the
neutral wire of a220 V twist lock
outlet, or, in the case of a remote
broadcast, to the 220 V outlet on a
portable generator. The center conductor of the RCA plug is isolated
from both legs of the 220 V circuit
by a two-way spark gap located
inside the large plug.
In those days, an engineer would
simply plug this jumper cable into
every RCA jack in the equipment
until the hum stopped, then leave it
there, satisfied that the system was
Fig.
3:
Plug
all
holes
and
Fig. 2: A simple, effective
Yuml Fig. 1shows the effect of
now safe and protected from danwire pass-throughs with steel wool.
rodent gas chamber.
rodents' sharp teeth on cable.
ger. The black tape that was used
of steel wool, shown in Fig. 3. Steel wool
1960s used Hubble twist lock connectors
to re-attach the RCA plug indicates that
John White, engineering manager for
is agreat deterrent to all kinds of vermin,
for mic inputs — ballrooms, banquet
this cable has done its job (and probably
Crawford's Portland cluster, had mice in
including snakes.
rooms, etc. — because they were "indesaved alife or two).
the conduit linking control cabling
Save yourself the headache of cleaning
structible."
You can visit Chip's web site at
between his towers. Fig. 1shows how
www.cmbe.com.
up after the damage is done and follow
This was also the era when Dukane
destructive these pests can be. Those
teeth are mighty sharp, and cold weather
John White's suggestion. He can be
and Bogen would put male XLR connec* * *
reached at jwhite@crawfordbroadcasttors as mic inputs on their mixer and
is not atime to be replacing cable in outpackage amplifiers. Because they sold
side conduit.
ing.com.
much of this product into schools, the
Jeff Hartman, engineering project manJohn replaced the control cable, then
* * *
went a step further. He bought some
male XLR inputs minimized the potential
ager with Clear Channel Television here in
gopher/rat fumigating bombs. He couldfor connector vandalism by students
the Northeast, add that not too long ago, it
n't put the bombs in the conduit because
Continuing our "mystery cable" dissticking pencil tips and toothpicks into
was not uncommon to see twist-lock conof their size and because they would burn
cussion of last time:
the female connectors and then breaking
nectors used for mic lines. Jeff's high
the cable. His solution was to improvise a
them off.
school auditorium, circa late 1950s, was
Steve Savanyu also remembers reading
set up this way, with twist-lock receptacles
collection canister, seen in Fig. 2. A plasthose Shure catalogs in the 1960s, in
Steve sends thanks to Wes Boyd and
tic bucket, hose and duct tape made up
which the company offered accessory
his crew.
See WORKBENCH, page 10
by John Bisset

the collection canister. The hose was fed
into the conduit and plugged with arag.
The bomb was set off, and the lid to the
collection canister sealed. The gas was
dispersed from the canister to the hose
and through the conduit.
The process was completed by plugging each end of the conduit with awad

cables to interconnect to devices using
twist- lock connectors. After a couple
hours of web searching, he came up with
the spec sheet for adiscontinued Shure
mixer, which we told you about.
Why would anyone use this, Steve
asks? Talking to a Shure old-timer, he
learned that hotel AV departments in the

The Last Word in ROStRkIS
A complete range of RadioData products to meet every need!
Model 702

Model 712

Model 713

Model 510

"Mini Encoder"

Dynamic Encoder

TCP/IP Dynamic Encoder

Decoder/Reader

Our low-cost " Mini Encoder" supports
simultaneous Scrolling- PS and
RadioText messages for station IDs,
promos and advertising, plus all the
housekeeping IDs and flags. Quickly
installed and easily
programmed
with
Windows / USB
interface.

The RS-232 serial port ties directly to
station automation to scroll song
artist/title info and promos or advertising. The PS and RadioText fields are
simultaneously available for greatest
messaging capability. Static house-,

All the messaging functionality of
the Model 712, but with direct
LAN/Internet connectivity. 3- way
acdressability: TCP/IP network, serial
RS- 232, USB. Supplied with Windows'

Monitor, decode and log all the RDS
data groups. Read the data from the
front panel or use the supplied
Windows software for further
analysis and logging.

keeping data is easily programmed with
the supplied Windows software.

software for network setup and static
register programming.
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Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTM restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit-reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre-condition audio
for HD Radio multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.

O nia
A Telos
n
Company

OmniaAudio.com

The "Omnia" and " SENSUS - names and their logotypes are trademarks of TLS Corp. HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp.

2005, TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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IKE. TIPS I

FCC Compliance and the Station Engineer
by Charles S. Fitch
SECTION I: Continued

Broadcasting may not be unique in
this, but it certainly presents asevere case
of aregulated industry.
My view is that at least 13 layers of
regulation burden broadcasting. The layers go by names like FCC, FAA, OSHA,
BOCA, DOJ, Copyright Tribunal,
Homeland Security, etc.
On the operating station level, engineering compliance usually is the task of
the chief engineer. FCC regulatory compliance is especially challenging because
the commission pragmatically regulates
through four mechanisms:

16

[See 73 3526(e)(21 or 73.3527(e)(211
Note: Applications retained in file until final action taken on the application.

Spirit guide
In the present, permissive environment, one of the few ways your license
can be challenged is if you have been
found guilty of aregulatory offense. Soo- o- o- o, everyone's goal should be to
avoid these. A few dollars properly spent
in this effort can save hundreds of thousands as well as the gut-wrenching worry
of whether you will be challenged during
the long renewal periods we enjoy these
days.

101
I
PI
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18

Y
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N71
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21
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CITIZEN AGREEMENTS: For commercial stations, are copies of all citizen
agreements maintained in the file for the term of the agreement? [ See 73 3526.(eX3)1

PI

CONTOUR MAPS: Is a copy of any service contour maps, submitted with any
application tendered for filing with the FCC. together with any other information in the
application showing service contours and/or main studio and transmitter location in the
file? [ See 73.3526(e)141 or 73.352 7 (e)(311

II

RETENTION OF CONTOUR MAPS: Are the stations contour maps retained for as
long as they reflect current, accurate information regarding the station?
[See 73.3526(e)(4)

Regulation: 47 CFR overall but Parts
73 and 74 specifically, nearly 1,000
pages of little tiny type;
Case law: The specific hearing and
court decisions of precisely what all
those regulations meant;
Policy: The emphasis placed on regulations and how the FCC feels they
should enforce them;
Editorial license: "That may not be
what the reg states, but this is what we
meant."
Brain fade occasionally takes over at
stations, especially among neophytes
who think that ratings or the next 20minute music sweep is the most important issue.
The most important issue is the station
license. Without it, everybody might as
well go home.

APPLICATIONS: Does the public file contain copies of all applications. exhibits, letters,
initial and final decisions in hearing cases, and other documents pertaining to the station
which were filed with the Commission and which are open for public inspection at the
FCC? This includes applications granted pursuant to awaiver.

FYI

22

I
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or 7_12527i.g)Pil

OWNERSHIP REPORTS: For station licensees who are not sole proprietorships. does
the public file contain copies of ownership reports and supplemental ownership reports
filed with the Commission, including all exhibits, letters, and other documents associated
with these filings? [ See 73 3526(e1(51, 73.3527(e)(4) and 73.36151
OWNERSHIP INFORMATION: For non-commercial stations, does the ownership
information on file with the Commission reflect the current ownership ( board members,
officers. etc.) of this station? [See 73 3.527(e)(4) and 73.3615td °ant
CONTRACTS: For all stations, does the public file contain either acopy of the contracts
listed in the latest ownership reports or an up to date list of such contracts for as long as
they are in effect?
[See 73.3526(e)(5), 73.3527fe)(41, 73.3613, 73.3615(a)(410) and 73.3615(d)(3)1

I
YI
24

I
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RETENTION OF OWNERSHIP REPORTS: Are the ownership reports retained until a
new, complete ownership report is tiled with the FCC with acopy placed in the public
inspection file'? [ See 73.3526(e)(5) or 73.3527(03)0d
POLITICAL Does the licensee have a complete record of all requests for broadcast
time made by or on behalf of candidates (or public office. together with an appropnate
notation showing the disposition made by the licensee of such requests, and the
charges made, if any. if the request was granted?
[See 73 1943 and either

73.35 26(41
)161

or 73.3527(e)(5)1

A page from the FCC's FM Broadcast Station Checklist.
Further, no one wants to be associated
with aNotice of Apparent Liability. Even
the smallest infraction that happens on
your watch can destroy acareer.
We're professionals, so no detail is too
small not to get right. Let's get down to
cases.
Your "spirit guide" for compliance
should be the FCC station checklist followed by its inspectors and those in the
volunteer inspection program. These lists
for AM and FM were updated a few
years ago with little fanfare. One interesting emphasis change was asort of helpful stream-of-consciousness narrative
about many of the points made.
The centerpiece of compliance is the
public file. We could fill this issue of RW
with adiscussion of that document so

we'll limit ours to a few specific engineering items.
Paperwork
The license. Make certain you have the
last full print that includes the station's
facility description and the latest renewal
notice. Copies of any current construction permit applications or grants should
be there with the other licenses. Special
night operation "permission" letters for
AM stations should be included as well.
A document often missing is the letter
appointing the designated chief operator.
Make certain it's correct as to who that
person is right now. Ionce encountered a
PF letter appointing achief operator; that
person had died adecade before.
These documents must he available at

Workbench
Continued from page 8

Model RFC- 1'B Remote Facilites Controller

on the front of the stage. These were
replaced with XLR connectors in the mid'70s immediately after a classmate
plugged aShure 55SH into a240V receptacle in the projection room, demonstrating that microphones can generate sound,
too ... for alittle while, at least!
Jeff thinks our cable might have fed a
phonograph or tape player into aPA system ... or maybe it's an early prototype
for Monster Cable!
Jeff Hartman can be reached at
jeffhartman@clearchanneLcom.

• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface

* * *

• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

« Sine Systems«

615.228.3500
man- information: www.sinesystems.com

Rick Sedlak is with the Educational
Communications Center at Binghamton
University. Rick worked in commercial
sound for afew years and ran across this
type of twist-lock plug afew times. They
used the twist-lock jack for microphone
jacks. So, it looks like our dead-man's
cable was adapting amicrophone plug to
an RCA plug. Rick can be reached at

the station's main control point as well.
Coverage maps are required and
should be specific, accurate and correlated to the station's public file. At the
moment the Media Bureau's Web site
will print you acoverage map for your
FM station. Istrongly suggest that in
addition to those gorgeous coverage
maps your consulting engineer has provided, you print and place these FCC
beauties in the PF. Even the most contentious person could not argue with the
commission's own determination.
Location. A few years ago, as part of
the federal government's thrust to make
the nation Internet- accessible, the FCC
allowed stations to place public files on
the Internet. The physical location of
those files can be anywhere; but they
must be accessible from the station's
legal "studio" location.
The job of keeping the access terminal
and printer — remember, copies have to
be made available to all who examine the
public file — probably will fall to you. If
the terminal doesn't work or the files
cannot be accessed by the reviewer, you
don't have apublic file. Keep it running,
keep it connected to the file and check it
often.
Organization. Whether in printed form
or electronic, keep the public file neat,
well organized and limited to what is
required. If the reviewer cannot find
what's supposed to be there, it doesn't
exist.
At the site
Covering the records of your bailiwick, let's start at the transmitter.
Do your transmitters, specifically,
need to be licensed? No. Do they need to
be type-accepted? Yes, and you should
keep arecord of that acceptance as well
as the proof of performance you made
when the transmitter was put online, if
less than two years ago, or the last two
years of annual proofs.
Incidentally, for multiple reasons, you
need aproof for every time you change
or install a stereo generator or an SCA
generator as well as when you turn on
IBOC. The larger part of the present
proof requirement is occupied bandwidth, so make it ahabit to do an OBW
See COMPLIANCE, page 12

rsedlak@binghamton.edu.
Thanks to all who commented about
the mystery cable. As Steve Savanyu
wrote, it was afun foray into the roots of
audio.
* * *
We're getting neat ideas for our "best
circuit" contest. Have you entered? We're
looking for a simple circuit to solve a
problem, or modification to equipment
that improves its performance. Several
cool NAB techie shirts — in addition to a
Workbench stipend — go to the best
designs.
E-mail or fax your submission, with a
clearly drawn schematic and parts list.
Your submission will also qualify for
SBE recertification credit.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is the northeast regional sales manager for Broadcast
Electronics. Reach him at (571) 2179386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed
submissions can be sent to (603) 4724944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

HD RADIO'?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
•ft

950 MHz band.
Or add a bi-directional Ethernet LAN

40M1111
o
o e

extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license-free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.
For Ti lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
a smart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD RadioTM and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
a call for more details.

Dave Chancey

805 968 9621

Bill Gould

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.com
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Compliance
Continued from page 10
check whenever you change equipment,
modes or configurations and make a
record.
Let's talk about auxiliary transmitters.
Tremendous latitude is given for staying on
the air in emergencies or under duress. Our
regulators expect broadcasting to come
through in challenging times and so they
give us the flexibility to do so. In adisaster
the magnitude of the Asian tsunamis of last
year, broadcasting would become our foundation of civil order, and the government
wants us on the air and responding to community needs.
However there is adiscipline and formality for aux facilities that must be followed. Previous main facilities can be
licensed as aux easily, by filing aseparate
Form 302 referencing the previous license.
For once, here is aprocedure that is simple
and abenefit to the station. A quick example is anondirectional FM that upgrades to
adirectional at the same site to expand coverage. The new DA is amain and the old
NDA is relicensed as an aux.
Here's where policy and case law come
into the picture. When is alocation atransmitter site? If your station has an antenna,
line, transmitter and power all connected
ready to run, the commission has spoken;
it's atransmitter site. This system should be
licensed.
If you have an antenna on the roof of
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your studio and aspare exciter in the closet,
that's just advanced planning.
I'd rather have the system connected,
licensed and ready. This beats swimming
through the tsunami to the closet.
Colors and numbers
Make certain that you have current
authorizations of auxiliary Part 74 licenses
such as your STLs. Remember also that if
you change power, mode, azimuth, coordinates at either end of your STL/ICRs or fie-

tower must take action or they are to blame.
Double-check that the tower has been
registered, if necessary, with the right number and that acopy of the registration certificate is in the engineering files; if the
tower is yours, make sure every tenant has
acopy.
Towers must be inspected every quarter.
Most important, any automatic, required,
light monitoring alarm system must be tested as part of this inspection. Outages of the
top beacon or any flashing features must be

B

rain fade occasionally takes over,
especially among neophytes who think

that ratings or the next 20-minute music
sweep is the most important issue. The most
important issue is the station license.
quencies, you'll need anew license. With
the requisite prior coordination, relicensing
takes time; so if you need anew ticket, start
on it today.
The largest single capital investment at
many stations is the tower. If you own it,
you're responsible for the lighting, marking
and maintenance. If you do not own it,
make absolutely certain your landlord fulfills its responsibilities religiously. This
safety circumstance, if unmet, is one of the
few times that by default all licenses on the

reported to the FAA and alog of outages
and restoration of all lighting must be
maintained.
The gold standard for paint on towers
are the white and international orange official paint chips. The human eye can discern
more shades of red than any other color, so
even anear-blind inspector can call you on
this with asimple side-by-side comparison.
AM towers with hot bases must be
fenced. OET-65 compliance distances must
be met to prevent just plain folks from wandering into high RF fields. Remember to
display the registration number of your
towers at the tower. In one of those editorial
license situations we mentioned, also display them at the nearest place(s) where the
general public can come to the towers.
My favorite example of careful compliance is the station that posted its tower sign
and numbers on the nearest point the public
could come, ascenic overlook — located
on the next ridge!
Do not forget that every site needs an
"RF Plan" under OSHA regulations and
said plan has to be reassessed and updated
every year.
Mandatory signs are asign of the times;

make certain RF and other hazard signs are
posted, including the pedestrian " No
Trespassing?' Also make sure signs are in
the proper sequence as the public encounters them: Notice, Possible, Caution,
Warning, Danger and Stop, in that order. If
your site is close to Quebec Province, it
would be wise to provide the text in French
as well; if Mexico, in Espanol.
AM stations need a drawing of the
antenna system with values and the latest
determination of your base impedance if
you measure power directly.
Indirect stations, both AM and FM, need
arecord of the efficiency factor and how it
was determined (i.e., calorimeter, manufacture's determination, etc.)
Between the site and a hard place
If your station is fed from central
origination but requires a local studio,
can you readily switch to programming
from that studio; and is adequate equipment operational at that local studio to
originate meaningful effective programming?
How about the transmitter POTS control line? Is that line used only by the station for control and no one else?
Recently at amultiple tenant site it was
discovered that the burglar alarm company had grabbed the station's control line
for their supervisory system connection
to the outside world. This explained to
the station why the line was busy so
much, as automatic calls were made to
open and close the gate and doors.
Is your head swimming? Yes? Good.
That's why you're paid the big bucs.
The FCC checklists mentioned are at
www.fcc.gov/eb/bc-chk1sts/.
If RW readers have the interest, we'll
revisit compliance and dig alittle further
into the topic. Write to me at
fitchpe@comcast.net.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered
professional consultant engineer, member
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SBE,
lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed electrical contractor; former station owner and
former director of engineering of
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
WHSH(7V) in Marlborough, Mass.

Metal by Day, Metal by Night

It's not hype—you really can stream audio over 100 M

•16 channels of CobraNet I/O

Ethernet with AudioScience's ASI 6416 professional PCI

•8stereo streams of record

sound card with CobraNet?' Connecting is as easy as plugg4
in an Ethernet cable. Since CobraNet is non-proprietary,
you'll be able to plug and play with any CobraNet-equipped
device. And our ASIRoute software allows you to make
routing connections on the network without ever touching
awire. For information, call us at + 1-302-324-5333
or go to www.audioscience.com.

and play
•PCM, MPEG layer 2, MP3 and
Dolby AC2 formats
•MRX multi rate digital mix
•Up to 4cards in one system
•Windows 2000, XP and Linux
drivers

Superman had asecret identity, and so does Matt Truman.
By day he is known as a
mild-mannered technical engineer in the FM antenna department of Dielectric Communications in Raymond,
Maine. But by night he thrashes
guitar in the heavy metal band
known as Dead Season.
You could say Truman
works with heavy metal by day
and adifferent kind of heavy
metal at night.
The
band
won
the
WTOS(FM) "Battle of the
Bands" last year, and this August
it surressfully defended its title in
front of an audience of 3,000 people. The station, in Augusta,
allows listeners to vote on the
recordings of 12 semi-finalist
bands and hands $ 1,000 to the
winner.
"We signed hundreds of autographs,
sold 300 CDs and sold out of our merchandise," Truman said of this year's
concert. "It was unreal."
Dead Season is Truman, his brother
Ian on vocals, Martin Nadeau slamming

Mitt

drums and bass player Craig Chaisson.
All these musicians have " day gigs"
unrelated to making music.
The band's Web site is www.deadseason.corn.
— Ken R.

Conserves AU.

Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable

—

perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new modular control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
built-in router control, and integrated phone
and codec support simplify the most complex
shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.
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www.AxiaAudio.com

Working Around
The Delay
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Covering Radio's Digital Transition
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but also atest for new technology. HD
Radio held promise.
As a short-term relatively low-cost
stopgap, WMGC installed an ERI
Rototiller antenna significantly lower on
our tower than the 980-foot HAAT prior
antenna location, allowing an increase in
TPO to Class B's maximum 50 kW at
500 feet HAAT, effectively curing the
receiver de-sense problem in our immediate neighborhood at the cost of some
overall range — but not before HD Radio
had achance to prove itself.

Greater Media Multicasts in Detroit
by Michael Kernen
The author is group chief engineer for
Greater Media Detroit, which owns FMs
WCSX, WMGC and WRIE
If the measure of an innovation's
worth is its ability to become aconsumer

were pressed to find areason to buy. The
lack of backward compatibility with a
huge installed base of consumer CD
players and the arrival of reasonably
inexpensive computer-based CD burners
doomed the product to also-ran status.
HD Radio cannot afford the same fate,
nor do Ibelieve such afate to be immi-

installs in the nation.
Of the three stations under my supervision, I chose our AC station
WMGC(FM) because of its broad format
appeal and the transmitter site's proximity to my office. Another intriguing
prospect was HD Radio's promise of
multipath and interference rejection.

5

Greater Media Detroit Engineer Mark Trombley studies code
for the Klotz audio routing system. Some code needed to be written
to direct audio through the system to the HD Radio transmitters.

Part of the Lynx antenna, mounted on the tower.
market success, Sony's MiniDisc should
serve us in radio as areminder of what
not to do. As the fundamental precursor
to the iPod, MD wasn't the hit it could
have been. In fact, it bombed in the
United States marketplace in no small
part because the consumer had already
bought CD players and the first generation MD didn't offer anything that the
CD player hadn't already, even several
years prior.
Except for its smaller size and recording ability, only available in models significantly higher in price, consumers

nent. HD Radio is 100 percent backward
compatible. The technology rides alongside legacy radio broadcasting systems
with no penalty or additional burden —
from aconsumer's standpoint.
The view from an engineer's perspective is, of course, different.
The auto connection
Given Detroit's proximity to the auto
industry and the need to impress and
compel automotive product planners,
Ibiquity Digital allowed me to cooperate
with it in one of the earliest HD Radio

When we added Ibiquity's HD Radio
technology — in the 2001-2002 timeframe — WMGC had been struggling to
counteract the fact that our neighbor up
the dial is agrandfathered superpowered
station and transmits at 190 kW roughly
three miles away from our 13.5 kW. The
side effect was that many of our core listeners in nearby office buildings experienced de-sensing of their receivers and
were unable to listen to us.
It seemed like ajob for anew antenna.

Tomorrow Radio To day.
The DaySequerra M4 HD RadioTuner is the first broadcast quality, multicast capable tu ner available.
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•SYNTHESIZED, PUSHBUTTON TUNING FOR AM AND FM BANDS

During all of our listening tests, in
every case, IBOC worked flawlessly.
Even in areas where analog receivers
refused to tune, HD Radio performed.
Implementing the Ibiquity system at
that time was possible only with the addition of ahigh-power, solid-state transmitter, in our case a 10 kW experimental
Harris unit running at 2kW and feeding a
10 dB in-line hybrid combiner customfabricated by Ibiquity. That system
See GREATER MEDIA page 16
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HD RADIO IN PHILADELPHIA
Station

Freq,

Licensee

On Air

Multicasting

EP(AM)

610

Infinity Broadcasting

Yes

No

WTMR(AM)

800

Beasley

No

No

WWDB(AM)

860

Beasley

No

No

WPEN(AM)

950

Greater Media

Yes

No

WAS(AM)

1480

Clear Channel

Yes

No

WRTI(FM)

90.1

Temple University

No

No

WRTL(FM)

90.7

Temple University

No

No

WHYv(FM)

90.9

WHY' Inc.

No

No

WXTU(FM)

92.5

Beasley

Yes

No

WMMR(FM)

93.3

Greater Media

No

No

WMWX(FM)

95.7

Greater Media

Yes

No

WRDW(FM)

96.5

Beasley

No

No

WUSL(FM)

98.9

Clear Channel

Yes

No

WIOQ(FM)

102.1

Clear Charnel

Yes

No

UMGX(FM)

102.9

Greater Media

Yes

No

WPHI(FM)

103.9

Radio One Inc.

No

No

USNI(FM)

104.5

Clear Channel

Yes

No

OAS(FM)

105.3

Clear Channel

Yes

No

lad(FM)

106.1

Clear Channel

Yes

No
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Greater Media
Continued from page 14
requires an enormous reject load and is
less than ideal from an efficiency standpoint since 90 percent of the digital transmitter's power is lost, as is 10 percent of
the analog system's. The latter requires
me to charm alofty 22 kilowatts out of a
20 kW transmitter.
Technically, it works fine and requires
the least amount of infrastructure replacement. Newer methods are more efficient,
but require antenna modifications if not
wholesale replacement.
The dual input antenna method of HD
Radio broadcasting being the most desirable, WRIF's install required antenna
replacement. We chose ERI's Radio World
"Cool Stuff' Award-winning Lynx Dual

Input FM Antenna. Tower Maintenance Co.
of Delta, Ohio, installed the Lynx.
The ER! Cogwheel antenna used on
WCSX required modification, as well as the
addition of asecond transmission line from
the transmitter all the way to the antenna's
new second input. Idon't have to tell you
that antenna replacements and mods can be
costly, disruptive, and time-consuming.
A fourth implementation, low-level combining, is possible for lower-power stations
that have the wider bandwidth offered by
some solid-state transmitters. This method
allows the combination of digital and analog signals at apoint prior to the final power
amplifier.
My experience has ranged from working
with and mostly watching Ibiquity's staff
engineers on the WMGC installation, to
independently installing WCSX and
WRIF's main/alternate systems with multi-
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casting capability this July.
Of course, installing IBOC has become
much simpler than it was in the beginning.
That's not to say that the installs went in
without challenges. Basic HD Radio transmitter setup is relatively straightforward,
requiring only that the engineer possess fundamental knowledge of transmission systems and theory. The most challenging
aspect concerned the connection of remote
controls, which on our Broadcast
Electronics main/alternate system proved to
be ado-it-yourself engineering project.
BE provided the necessary equipment,
including the FSi-10 FM HD Radio signal
generator that provides baseband IBOC
directly to the excellent and dead-reliable
FXi60/FXi250 digital exciter that is used as
asort of HD Radio signal intermediate power amplifier.
From there, the signal flows to the

FMi73/FMi106 power amp, the latter model
necessary for WRIF's higher necessary
TPO. BE also provided an aging but trustworthy FA-2 automatic transmitter switch
and aDow-Key 412 series coaxial switch.
The FXi 250 exciter installed at WRIF
and the BE FA2transmitter output switch
controller provide automatic failover to a

.fflYiworsitklj e -;

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions
Burk GSC3000 equipment, near
the top, provides remote control
capacity via touch-tone and
Internet. It needed an additional
I/O unit and wiring interfaces to
accommodate the new HD Radio
equipment. The BE FXi 250
exciter at WRIF and BE FA2 transmitter output switch controller provide automatic failover to a redundant HD Radio signal generator,
exciter and RF power amplifier.
redundant HD Radio signal generator,
exciter and RF power amplifier.
How we handled the analog audio delay
may be interesting to readers. Well known
to engineers at IBOC stations is the roughly
8-second delay that must be introduced to
the analog audio chain in order to allow HD
Radio receivers to fall back to analog seamlessly in the event that the digital is lost.
While the FMil0 signal generator provides
the delay, equipment elsewhere in the audio
chain can handle it better.
Orban now provides this delay in its new
8500 FM audio processor that offers the
ability to place the same audio processing
on both analog and HD; but likely the best
way to provide the delay is through
Eventide's new BD600 Broadcast Profanity
Delay. It offers the delay needed to precisely
line up analog with digital, and also away
to ramp from 0 delay to the precise digital
match and back to 0again. This is necessary
for maintenance and for stations that maintain alternate broadcast sites so that switching to and from delay can happen without
the abrupt 8-second "skip" being heard on
the air.

•Antennas
•Filters and Combiners
•Transmission Line
•Towers

1111111P"
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Visit us in Booth 310
at the NAB Radio Show

Call Toll- free at 877 ERI-LINE • Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

Multicast upgrade
The last challenge we undertook was
splitting the HD Radio signal in two.
Ibiquity's system provides for up to athreeway split of the digital data stream, giving
stations the ability to " multicast."
Multicasting is the killer app for HD Radio
and the one that may well afford it the consumer recognition it deserves.
BE's IDil0 importer provides the capability to multicast. The product can be located at the studio or the committer site, provided the station has ahigh-speed data link
to the transmission facility. We encountered
some difficulty setting up the importer at the
studio site even though we provided acomsee GREATER MEDIA, page 17
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Receiver penetration has been light so
ference is obvious, comparing with anaI'm looking forward to seeing what the
far. Ihaven't received any feedback from
log; the noise floor disappears and the
future holds for consumer HD Radio
"average" consumers. The only folks I high-frequency detail becomes more evireceivers and watching for the auto manuknow who personally own HD RadioContinued from page 16
dent. Digital compression artifacts are
facturers to start making IBOC available
plete and otherwise unused Ti at both ends.
compatible receivers are industry insiders.
almost inaudible, even at the 48 kilobitsand, eventually, standard equipment.
The link's inability to provide acontinuThere are definitely two sides to the
per-second rate we've chosen for both our
Ibiquity is working hard on making that
ous data stream caused the HD2 channel's
sound quality debate, though. On one side
main and multicast channels.
happen; the car will likely be the place
audio to skip, but no other issues were notare those who would adjust the audio proWe spent in the neighborhood of
where most consumers are introduced to
ed. Relocation of the importer to the transcessing so that adifference is clearly heard
$750,000 for the conversions, including
HD Radio and likely the hook that will
when the analog cross fades to the HD sigmitter site cured that, but transmitter sites
multicast ability, of three stations, with
lure them to purchase other IBOC-capable
nal — for "wow factor." This also opens
are not noted for their hospitality to computvarious levels of redundancy. Planning the
receivers.
ers (which the importer ostensibly is) and
up an opportunity to move away from the
conversions took only amatter of afew
Our IBOC efforts have been worthI'd much rather see the unit left in the cliloudness wars in which many of us relucweeks. Milford Smith, vice president of
while. Not only is it an honor and privimate-controlled and cleaner environs of the
tantly participate and allow for the digital
radio engineering, and 1designed the RF
lege to count my stations as part of the
station technical operations center.
signal to sound more open and natural.
component while audio systems analyst
movement toward the inevitable digital
Our group is excited about the HD
On the other side of the sound quality
Chris Buckland, engineers Mark
future, but also Ihave found HD Radio's
Radio technology and has chosen to
debate are those who believe the processTrombley, Sherri Powers and Ihandled the
implementation straightforward and its
ing should match, so that digital dropouts
implement HD2 channels permanently on
audio systems.
performance to be spectacular. Hopefully
each of our three Detroit market stations. I — which cause areceiver to blend to the
Programming on the multicast channels
the consumer market will embrace this latchose an even split of the available digital
analog signal — are less objectionable.
is also streamed on the Web and is providest innovation as it has the CD and the
bandwidth, a48 kHz bit rate, between the
Whichever side you're on, digital's difed by expanding our AudioVault system.
iPod.
main channel digital and the HD2 channel. Ifound the sound quality to be acceptable and that it favorably compares with
that of satellite radio.
Receivers are hitting the market and as
Iwrite this several compelling products
are readying launch. HD Radio's multicast
access is not standardized and differs from
This is your program material and data.
one implementation to another.
Our superb Yamaha receiver requires
mastery of the remote to access HD2,
while the HD2 channel is simply "one station up the dial" on the Kenwood. I
implore all manufacturers to implement
this tuning method. Also, the Yamaha
won't permit storage of the HD2 channel
This is your current STL.
as apreset, whereas the Kenwood does.
The digital conversions have generated
not aword of complaint from an interference or reception standpoint and have not
degraded or altered any of our legacy services, areal comfort for any engineer.

Greater Media

The equipment
list:
The hardware — mostly new purchases — used to convert the three stations to HD Radio and multicasting:
Broadcast Electronics EXi60 HD
Radio Exciter
BE EXi250 HD Radio Exciter
BE IDil0 HI) Radio Data Importer
and Encoder
BE FMi73 FM Transmitter
BE FMi106 FM Transmitter
BE FA-2automatic transmitter
switch
FSi-10 FM HD Radio Signal
Generator
BE AudioVault Radio Automation
Bird Dummy Load
Burk GSC3000 Transmitter Remote
Control System
Cybertron servers
Dow-Key 412 Series Coaxial
Switch
ER! Cogwheel FM Antenna
ER! Lynx Dual-Input FM Antenna
Eventide BD600 Broadcast
Obscenity Delay
Intraplex Ti Multiplexer PT353
and PR353
Lucid Technology AES
Distribution Amplifier
Orban Optimod-FM 8500 audio
processor
Stratex Networks Velox LE
wireless transmission
Titus MDA-8 Digital and Analog
Switcher Monitor
Titus 3-DRX Digital Audio
Switcher

Looks like you've got apro em.
Big Pipe is your solution.
Big Pipe is not just another studio-transmitter link. With scalable, bidirectional capabilities
up to a whopping 45 Mb/s, you can interchange analog and digital audio, HD Radio data,
Ethernet, serial data, video, and telephony via awireless or wireline path. Scalable, flexible,
and reliable, Big Pipe works just as well for studio facility interconnects and many other
media transport needs. Because it comes from BE, you know that Big Pipe is designed
for the realities of radio, including tight budgets and rock solid performance.
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4I
00 North 24th Street, PO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcastebdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks and Big Pipe is atrademark of Broadcast
Electronics, Inc HD Radio is atrademark of rBiguity Digital Corporation
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The people who are really going to bring
the products to the market are the radio stations, because the radio stations are the

Mason
Continued from page 1
sales opportunities it presents.
Radio World News Editor/Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson talked with
Mason about those activities.

RW: Don Kelly and you have told me that
in your presentations you talk about the
history of HD Radio and how stations can
factor HD Radio into what they're doing
sales-wise.
Mason: We don't even know all the cool
applications that HD Radio is going to
bring ... because Ibiquity is atechnology
company. It's not necessarily amarketing
company.

B

e a little brave

and bold

about trying new
formats.

— Dan Mason
marketers. That's why it's so important to
get this technology out. Because whatever
comes out on Day One as far as products

e
•
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will look amazingly different within in a
year because there's going to be many
more uses of the spectrum.
RW: Would stations possibly charge extra
for certain ads in digital?
Mason: I'll give you one example. Under
datacasting you will be able to, on your
LED screen on the radio itself, if you're
running aCoke commercial you'll be able
to see aflash come over your radio, "Buy
Coke tonight at Safeway, 99 cents for a
six-pack." Sure, that's got to be worth
something. Maybe an extra 5 percent, 10
percent. What's that worth?
Or it might say, "Come in between 8
and 9p.m. for the Blue Light Special at KMart." "Six Cokes for 99 cents," and you
see that flash on your screen.
There's tons of datacasting applica-

tions. Some news and sports stations may
choose to run a Sunday Football
Scoreboard over their LED screen as part
of their datacasting. Obviously, that could
be sponsored. And that's regardless of
what you're hearing on the radio.
RW: What do stations usually ask you?
Mason: The availability of the radios.
That's always the number one question.
I've think we've gone from ayear ago
trying to convince radio stations or radio
groups that the future was digital and HD.
We've made that transition. Now, the transition is, "Okay. When do we get our
hands on the radios?" That's the big issue
right now.
Just to make myself clear, the aftermarket Kenwood radio is available for the
auto. I'm talking about tabletops. Right

You asked for a

«
SELECT

OK, maybe we're taking things abit literally. But if a Mosaic
console panel can stop abullet, we figure it should be able
to stand up to your board operators' daily abuse. The
Mosaic's extra-rugged construction, combined with some
of the most advanced control and operation features on
the market, give your station the versatility you want with
the durability you need. In short, bulletproof operation.

Dan Mason
now there are three new manufacturers of
tabletops: Polk Audio, Radiosophy and
Boston Acoustics.
RW: From what Ican tell with the manufacturers, multicasting surprised them.
Mason: It did. Some of the models were
already in production or were ready for
production. And it became so obvious that
multicasting was going to be the way to
go in the future that they had to make
those adjustments to kind of "hold the
presses," so to speak.

Mosaic

Where art meets technology

The Mosaic is ascalable, flexible control surface for the
Logitek Audio Engine, adigital router that streamlines
your installations and simplifies complex audio tasks.
We really did shoot a bullet at a Mosaic panel. The
bullet dented the panel, but it didn't puncture it. For
details on how the Logitek Mosaic bullet test was

.

conducted, visit www.logitekaudio.com/bullet.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com

1.800.231.5870
www.logitekaudio.com

© 2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

RW: Other than the radio availability,
what do radio stations most care about as
far as HD Radio?
Mason: Ithink there's ageneral concern
amongst the radio programmers that we,
as an industry, really take advantage of the
new frontier with all the HD2 stations.
That doesn't necessarily mean duplicate your competitor. It means be alittle
brave and bold about trying new formats.
Ithink there's alot of excitement there.
There's maybe some anxiety that you're
really doubling the number of stations on
the FM dial. But, at the same time, it's
kind of exciting, about all the new applications, or the possibility of new mixes of
music and new formats that can be done
on there.
RW: And if radios aren't coming out until
closer to the end of the year, maybe it's
not such a big deal. It is for stations, but
maybe not to consumers...
Mason: The radio stations are going to
have to drive demand for the consumers by
what they hear on the radio (and) how the
radio stations sell the concept of HD Radio.
RW: By what they say on air about it?
See MASON, page 20

We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing abreath of fresh
air and are-energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest
and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect
harmony and focused on the success of your business.

From our innovative products to our forward- looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether your
audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.
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Mason
Continued from page 18
Mason: Absolutely. That's another thing
that we plead with radio broadcasters all
the time. Promote this technology ahead
of the curve. Don't wait until these things
are eventually on the shelves at Best Buy.
You can't deal with technology like that.
You have to promote ahead on technology.
We (radio) have to create ademand for
the radios. We did this for AM radio in the
1920s. We did it for FM in the ' 70s. It is
critical that manufacturers be successful
early on. Now the biggest issue is the
question of creative content.
RW: Are stations asking you about the

data possibilities and all, and whether
they can recoup their costs? What are you
telling them about data?
Mason: A few years back there was talk
about return on investment. Ithink the
industry has come to grips with being digital is about survival. There is little left in
analog in consumer electronics.
As far as data, the opportunities for datacasting are just about anything you can
imagine — weather, sports, artist information. If it can be in print, it can be datacast.
RW: What stands out in your mind as
memorable in the early development days
of the technology?
Mason: In 1992, the NAB conducted
their annual radio "Fly In" and for the
first time we saw the word "Eureka" on
the agenda. After that presentation, the
radio group heads understood the urgent
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need to create our own digital solution to
AM and FM radio.
Three companies came forward with
developmental money: Westinghouse.
CBS and Gannett. Thank goodness for
these three companies. They probably
knew that money wasn't ever coming
back, but the industry needed asolution
and fast.
Engineers went to work; and amazingly, 10 years later, in 2002, the IBOC technology was finally approved by the FCC,
as the digital standard in the U.S.
Imagine how difficult of aroad that was
for competing engineers to agree on a
technical solution. If that wasn't hard
enough, throw in the FCC and receiver
manufacturers.
Comment on this or any story in
Radio
World
by
e- mailing
to
radioworld@imaspub.com.9

NEW

Xtreme-digilink
Live On Air
Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation
over 100 shipped
since April !!!

NEW

No down payment

Features

Return at any time
Free Factory training

Music Scheduling

Free Hardware support

Long Form Recording

Free Telephone support

... with Logic

Free Software upgrades

Live Remotes by phone

Free Hardware upgrades

and much more...

Free PC and Network setup

New... use third party music
schedulers or the powerful internal
scheduler. Record multi- hour programs with logic and play them
back like avirtual satellite feed. Call
in by cell phone and interrupt programming with aLive update.... and
much more

ONLY $ 100 PER MONTH
Xtreme is a complete solution for live 81. automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
come to our FREE school!

XTREME-digilink

over 100 shipped !!!

Up Through
Executive Ranks
During
Consolidation
Fans of alocal high school basketball
team in suburban Maryland might not
realize that their public address announcer once ran one of the most famous companies in broadcasting.
Dan Mason, a native of Louisville,
Ky., knew he wanted to be in radio since
the age of 12. "In the 1960s, Iwould take
abus to downtown Louisville and stand
in the showcase window of the then
WKLO(AM) in Louisville just to watch
the disc jockey play records and talk. In
1973, Ifinally got to sit inside that window as ajock."
In 1975, he moved to his first programming job at WZGC(FM) in Atlanta.
In 1977, he moved to Washington, where
he was program director for WPCG(AMFM) as well as national program director
for parent company First Media.
By age 27, Mason was VP/GM of
KTSA/KTFM in San Antonio. He later
returned to First Media and was named
executive vice president. When that company became, Cook Inlet Radio Partners,
Mason was named president in 1988.
In 1993, he joined Westinghouse as
president of Group W Radio, adivision
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. He
was in the job three years before being
named president of CBS Radio, subsequently renamed Infinity Radio.
Following that company's consolidation, Mason was responsible for the
operation of the group's 184 stations in
1995. As president of Infinity Radio, he
integrated the original CBS, Group W
and American Radio Systems stations.
He takes credit for merging operations,
blending business styles and increasing
profitability.
Mason is an advisor and consultant to
companies in the radio industry domestically and internationally since retirement
from Infinity in 2002. Besides Ibiquity,
Mason consults for Infinity, First
Broadcasting, the Educational Media
Foundation, which is anon-profit established to operate a radio ministry, and
All Comedy Radio Network.
Last year he and program expert
Walter Sabo founded an international
radio consulting company, SoboMason
International Initiatives. They will present in Greece at the NAB European
Radio Conference in October.
He serves on the board of Spanish
Broadcasting System Inc. and is aformer
board member of NAB and CBS
Marketwatch.com.
Mason graduated from Eastern
Kentucky University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in broadcasting. He has
two sons and lives in Poolesville, Md.
On the side, Mason does the public
address and handles the music system for
the local high school basketball team. "I
live in asmall community. The gym isn't
much better than the one in the movie
'Hoosiers.' Ibought aused 360 Instant
Replay System from an equipment dealer
in Buffalo (N.Y.).
"The gym might look like ' Hoosiers,'
but the sound coming out of there is like
the MCI Center. It's fun."
—Leslie Siniiwn
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Supports BOTH
Analog and
DigiteSources
'Exclusively at BSW!!
10- and 14-Channel Consoles

▪ The new Arrakis Xtreme mixers are powerful digital audio consoles that support BOTH analog and digital sources! Designed for long. term reliability, each console features multimillion-operation switches, Penny & Giles slide faders, and LED illumination for all switches.
IInstallation .squick and easy with aclamshell design that flips open, and with strain relieved connectors. Most ICs are socketed for easy
replacemert.The console features 3mixing buses, stereo cue, monitoring for acontrol room and studio, and apowerful telephone
▪ interface for on-air talk shows and off-line recording. With both 10- and 14- channel models, the X-mixer is ideal for any size on-air or
production application. Call us today for low inroductory sale prices!
4ca rrt=1 Mc Is
LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL
1-800-426 8434
Ixi o List $ 5,495.00
X14
List $6,995.00
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COR830PLUS Back Panel

Our Best-Selling Professional Audio CD Recorder
1114b

The HHB CDR830 PLUS has afull complement of professional features, including XLR inputs! An advanced
laser assembly delivers consistent, accurate recordings. We recommend high- quality CDR8OS CD-Rs by HHb
for ideal performance during low-speed audio recording. The economical CDR830 (
not the Plus model)
eliminates the XLR and AES/EBU I/0s, and the Word Clock input. Order it online and you get FREE shipping!

R6

10-Pack CD-Rs

CDR80S 10PK

Lowestm'ce@bswusa.com

LowestPrice

OR CALL • 1-800-426-8434

only $999

Got boxes of old records and tapes? Put em back in active rotation!
The ART Phono Plus is ahigh-quality USB audio interface with a
built-in phono/line preamp! It interfaces your computer to avariety
of analog and digital sources, including your turntable. The analog
inputs are switchable between phono and line level and alow cut
filter removes rumble. Optical TOSLINK I/O as well as S/PDIF inputs.
Amust-have tool for every FM station, DJ or archivist.

This Beyerdynamic M 99 takes all the abuse
onair jocks can dish out including exceptionally
loud SPLs
see your station's shock jock. The
tailored frequency response is extremely linear,
guaranteeing studio- like audio quality. A requency
select switch allows three settings of equalization.
And asecond switch provides
presence accentuation. This allows further adjustment
for close miking. This is Beyerdynamic at its best! Now
get aFREE ProBoom mic boom from BSW with the

USBPHONOPLUS

M 99 (an $ 89 value)!! Offer expires 11/30/05. ' FREE!

n

List $ 119.00

LowestPrice

only $99!

M99 Dynamic hypercardioid mic List $669.00

LowestPrice

Haven't Gotten Yours?!!
...Marantz Handheld
Flash Recorder

List $ 649.99

LowestPrice

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

Single Rack Space Power Amps
▪ These compact ART linear power amplifiers provides clean, quiet
power with ultra- low noise and distortion. Slim 1RU with power,
clip, signal and protect LEDs; XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs; fan cooled.
Slid with 100 watts of power. SLA2 with 200 watts.
List $ 279.00 019900
SLA2 List $ 379.00 $279'x
SLA1

only $499!

LowestPrice

LowestPrice

from $199!

Gemini Studio CD Players

progoom

These affordable Gemini CD players are perfect for both on-air
playback with Instant Start and Frame accurate search, or DJ
oper ition with jog wheels and pitch controls. The CDX01 is a
single CD player. The CDX02 is adual CD player with separate 2RU
controller and player rackrnount units. Common features include
+10 ,
,
ong searching, cue eith preview, three mode time selection,
caecal RCA digita' output, pitch control with arange of 16%.

$89 Value!!

CDX01

0.C. White's ProBoom is the best value in studio
microphone booms. This 41" arm comes complete with
a12" riser for table- top mounting and two sets of upper
springs to accommodate broadcast microphones of all
weights and sizes. Lifetime warranty.
PROBOOM-B
Black
$89'
PROBOOM
Beige
s89e
PROBOOM-B2PK Two black s149°°

List $ 458.00 pair
List $ 798.00 pair
List $ 339.00 each

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

CDX02

0.71K

from $89!

BSW Equipment Manager Playbook

Okay...ifs 4th down and goal-to-go with 3seconds left
and you still haven't purchased the stations remote gear?
BSW is here to catch your"Hail Mary".
Down...Ready...Set...800 426 8434...Hike.

List $ 319.95
List $ 439.95

$ 199"
$249 95

LowestPrice

ProBoom Mic Boom w/Riser

The PMD660 digital recorder
lets you record hours of
MP3 audio on asingle
Compact Flash card (or as
uncompressed 16- bit may
files) and easily transfer to your
computer via USB. You can even edit
ea IR.!! Ira
in the unit itself — use simple cut-and-paste
editing or take advantage of non-linear, non-destructive playlist
editing. Virtual tracks let you compare edits, set up multiple sound
bites or provide interview segments of varying durations. Onboard
mics for stereo recording, or XLR inputs and mini-jack line I/O.
PMD660

only $399!

6", Passive
5", Active 40W LF/20W HF
Dual 6", Passive

10 pack

ANew bw-dYnamci
Choice for
Broadcasters

(NE18110

Rip Your Vinyl
Directly to Computer
with the USB PhonoPlus

REVEAL5A
R66

HHb 79- minute, 59 second
CD-Rs are 12x certified, with
Phthalocyanine dye and silver
reflective layer. Optimized for
pro audio applications.

•
Word Clock input via BNC
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA I/O
•AES/EBU and optical/coax S/PDIF I/O
•Parallel remote input and SCMS-free digital input
List $ 925.00
List $649.00

Upgrade your studio sound! These 2005 Tannoy models provide
greKe ,bandwidth, significantly lower levels of distortion,
smoother response, more accurate phase control and higher
sensitivity levels. The R6 passive monitor offers 6" LF and 1" HF
drivers. The REVEAL5A active monitor offers 5'/40 watt and 1/20
watt P -amplification. The R66 is apassive doille woofe ,center
speaker. And now Tannoy h3s added models with digital S/PDIF
inputs for added flexibility in your digital studio environment.
See them online at www.bsvvusa.com. Priced as pair (R66 as each).

CIENETIZIal

CDR830 PLUS FEATURES:

CDR830PLUS
CDR830

.1

The Best Get
Better...New
Tannoy Monitors

ourrnini

from $19995!

THE Standard
Sony Headphone
The Sony MDR- 7506 headphone is
abet-seller at BSW and now is the
time to replace your old battered
se:! tdelivers awide frequency
response of 10 Hz-20 kHz in a
comfortable, sealed- ear format
that provides excellent isolation
perfect for remotes or in : he studio.
Low 24 ohm impedance.
7506

List $ 130.00

LowestPrice

BSW 'sRemote Sale ends at the END OF THE MONTH!!

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

BSW stocks ahuge warehouse of products. If we have it in stock, well ship it the
same day. Just order by 7:00 PM Eastern Time.

Our sales profeso onals have real-world broadcast a
ud £.ud oexperience to
offer expert help with your equipment purchase. RW_C92/05

Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $189

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Most web orders over $ 189 get FREE ground service delivery to the contiguous 48 states.
Excludes heavy or viewed items.

For the best pric-s on all of your gear visit us on the ..wo at www bswusa.
com or email us 'or aquote at LowestPriceLebswosacoui

1-800-426-8434
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Living With IBOC Studio Delay
by Brian Clark
The author is chief engineer of Clear
Channel station KHHT(FM),
Los Angeles.

from the air monitor. This is fine, but
nothing alerts a person of an off- air
condition like radio static from an FM

My console has microphone logic
that allows switching between two
sources when a microphone is keyed,

LOS ANGELES For many
engineers, when the acronym
"IBOC" comes up in conversation, enthusiasm is sold
separately. Many of us look at
IBOC like we would at something stuck to our shoes or the
electric bill that just came in
the mail.
When Ithink of IBOC it
brings up visuals of Rodin's
sculpture "The Thinker." It
makes me wonder. What it is?
Why should Ibe interested?
Why should the consumer be
interested?
Rear view of switcher displaying from left to right: Audio
IBOC can be painless if
input # 1Orban 8200, Audio input #2 Inovonics 630,
you go into the integration
Audio Output and Perf-board diode 'Or-Gate' on far-right
with an open mind. Imust
going into switcher selector input # 1.
admit, Itoo had trepidation
about installing something
tuner. So Ibegan to think of ways to
that only ahandful of engineers appargive the talent that "air monitor feel,"
ently had receivers to hear.
without an audio delay to complicate
The biggest issue I've experienced is
the 8-second encoding delay. Iam sure
things.
Iam using an Inovonics 630 FM
that as algorithms improve and computreceiver, which has two types of cloer-processing speeds increase, the delay
sures based on either audio or carrier
time will diminish.
failures. This is wonderful.
So how to give ajock the feel of lisFailure notification
tening to air? Instead of a strobe, I
But with the existing encoding delay,
decided to devise a system that would
it's not possible to monitor your station
allow the board operator to monitor a
directly in the air studio. How can we
processed console feed normally. If
monitor what is going to the transmitter
either the transmitter or the STL were
without any sort of audio delay? How
should we be notified of a failure in a to fail, the source immediately would
switch over to the Inovonics receiver as
transmitter or STL, or a sleepy board
a monitor source. The source would
operator?
return to the processed console feed if
Iasked several of engineers about
the transmitter or STL returned to northis; most use a strobe or Beta-Brite
mal.
sign indicator triggered by a closure

The Wizard' has gone

STEREO!
The new

DIGITAL

FMSA-1

gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities...

Miii-A Fq

LEI ru ...TU. WOO MAMMA

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And — with the RS-232 port — operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

A
m

Front view of racks displaying switcher in position # 1,
which is the normal Orban 8200 processed audio feed.

Closer front view of switcher showing the normal
operating mode in this configuration.
but could not accommodate the task at
hand without firmware changes. Idid
a little research and found the
Broadcast Tools SS 2.1 Terminal III
Switcher/Router.

O. •

THE WIZARD

ESELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA

(610) 687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • IMMALBELAR.COM
Call, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors

two, three or four minutes.
Even one minute seems long as a
trigger time, so Icontacted the manufacturer; the technician Ispoke with
told me that the trigger time could be
shortened. By changing capacitor C25
from the default . 1to a . 01, the trigger
is now six seconds, closer to reality.
With this system in place while run-

'Trigger' time shortened
When this switcher/router is configured in Emergency Alert System mode,
it functions as envisioned. This switcher/router uses relays to accomplish this
task, considered by some as old technology.
With the aid of two diodes used as
an "Or- Gate" to control each kind of
failure, the switcher/router will switch
between the two sources seemingly
transparent. An Or-Gate is a logic gate
whose output will be alogic 1if either
of the two inputs receives asignal high
or logic 0 if no signal is present. This
type of circuit is useful in cases such as
this, where there are two input sources,
but only one switching device input.
The Inovonics unit comes from the
factory designed to trigger aclosure in
the event of an audio failure of one,

fling IBOC, there are acouple things to
keep in mind. If there is a carrier failure due to a transmitter failure, the
Inovonics unit switches immediately to
the tuner and then back to the
processed feed when the transmitter
comes back to life.
In the case of an audio failure, it
takes six seconds to switch over to the
tuner. When the audio source returns, it
takes eight seconds to return to the
processed feed, due to the IBOC encoding delay.
Ithink that's perfect because you
really know when you are back on the
air. But the talent must be made aware
of this delay or they may think something is still wrong and keep triggering
audio sources until they actually hear
something.
Just coach your air staff to keep an
eye on the console meters and assure
them that they will hear something on
their studio monitor speakers as soon as
the IBOC delay buffer has been filled.
Reach the author at brianclark@
clearchannel.com.•
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IBOC Questions Remain Unanswered
A Number of Issues Need Closure Before
This Digital Radio Format Can Really Shine
by Skip Pizzi
Let's conclude our recent look at
the next steps for IBOC with consideration of a few unsettled areas: datacasting, transition beyond the Hybrid
mode, IBOC surround and content
protection.
When the NRSC-5 standard for
IBOC was delivered to the FCC last
May, it did not include much about datacasting for digital radio. The NRSC
communicated that it hoped to have an
addendum to NRSC-5 soon that would
cover data transmission in IBOC. Since
then, the NRSC has produced arevised
version of the IBOC standard, called
NRSC-5-A, which does include datacasting elements. At press time NRSC5-A was expected to be delivered to
FCC sometime in October 2005, following final approval by NRSC.
It is therefore possible that the FCC's
next Report & Order on digital radio will
include rules covering IBOC datacasting,
which may help to launch that marketplace. It remains to be seen whether there
will be much business in this space, however, particularly given the broad competition for wireless data delivery, and the
fact that it is not considered core business
by most broadcasters.
Promoting uniformity
If IBOC datacasting is to become a
robust market, the most credible scenario
might involve third parties with direct
interest in point-to-multipoint data delivery, who would partner with broadcasters
as delivery agents. Nevertheless, the existence of standards and regulations on
IBOC datacasting may help seed such a
market by providing a stable foundation
for it.
Perhaps the thorniest issue here is how
to strike abalance between openness and
uniformity in this market, and whether
the FCC or some other entity will play a
role in this. To promote uniformity,
Ibiquity Digital has proposed anumber
of components and features that it would
develop and control. Others have commented that this could provide the possibility for dominance of afledgling market by Ibiquity, and thus potentially allow
an unfair level of control vested in asingle commercial entity. While this might
be inconsequential in the early going, it
could be difficult to resolve if the market
later became successful.
Without some coordination, however,
all data types will remain more or less
proprietary, leaving radio datacasting
essentially where it is today with FM
subcarriers. Although there will likely
remain some market for delivery of proprietary data services in the IBOC context, if non- program associated data
delivery is ever to become amass-market
enterprise, there will need to be some
coordination and standardization of content. The datacasting components added
to NRSC-5-A only deal with specification of datacasting transport, not content.
While standardized transport is an essential enabling element to stimulation of an
IBOC datacasting market, establishment
of auniform content architecture remains
an important, open issue.

One of the most forward-looking elements of the HD Radio system is its ability to transition from Hybrid Mode, in
which analog and digital signals share the
AM or FM broadcast channel, to AllDigital mode in which the analog service
is removed, and only digital services
occupy the broadcast channel.
In the case of FM, an intermediate
stage called Extended Hybrid also exists,
in which a broadcaster can increase the
digital payload delivered from the 96
kbps available in Hybrid Mode up to

nearly 150 kbps. The additional data,
which can be appended in 12, 25 or 50
kbps increments, can be delivered with
varying robustness and latency. It is generally assumed to be assigned to additional service(s), rather than to extending
the main service for higher-bandwidth
delivery.
Extended Hybrid services might affect
reception of an FM channel's existing
analog subcarrier ("SCA") services, so
broadcasters may need to make some
decisions, but will that unilateral process
be the only consideration? If existing services are terminated, will some FCC permission or notification be required? Of
See IBOC, page 24

'There is no way that Icould possibly have accomplished the excellent
results of building my first digital radio station without the exceptional
coordination and teamwork of the folks at RCS.'
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The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
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with a stereo version remaining on the
analog during the Hybrid period, does
this run afoul of the FCC's existing rules
that an IBOC service's main program
audio should be the same as its analog

IBOC
Continued from page 23

course, the sanie question applies — with
much broader impact — to abroadcaster's move to the All-Digital mode, for
either AM or FM.
The subject of moving beyond stereo
on digital radio has been well covered on
these pages of late, but there are still
some standards and regulatory issues to
be worked out here, as well. For one, if
multiple surround systems coexist, will
there be aformat identifier transmitted to
allow optimal decoding in the receiver? If
so, who will manage the registry of such
identifiers?
Further, if surround content is only
broadcast on a station's digital signal,

issue of content protection for digital
radio signals. If and when any content
protection is applied to digital radio, it
will almost certainly involve some regulatory action. The recent overturning of

p

erhaps most controversial is the issue
of content protection for digital

radio signals.
service? This is more than just adifference in processing or audio format, since
the two services may actually be airing
different mixes originating from separate
audio recordings.
Perhaps most controversial is the

the FCC's Broadcast Flag rules for digital television, and the remaining uncertainty on their ultimate fate, render any
similar action for digital radio unlikely
to happen anytime soon, however. So it
is possible that the next digital radio
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The industry's only dedicated professional audio
equipment and software review resource can now
be delivered right to your desktop— no matter
where you are.
Digital subscribers get all the same great features of the print edition and then some, with links
to manufacturer Web sites and rich media content.
You'll receive an email notification when the issue is
ready to view: Just click on the link provided and it's
all right there in your browser . Read the issue on
line, save it off line for later, or print out the pages
— it's your choice! Viewing, saving and storage
options are asnap.
To sign up for your FREE digital subscription,
go to www.proaudioreview.com/par.php and fill
out the form.* For asample of what's in store, tour
our demo site at http://magl. olivesoftware.com/
am/welcome/PAR/PAR-2005-06 asp.
*Signing up for the digital edition of Pro Audio Review in no way
affects your subscription to the print edition The digital edition of
Pro Audio Review is aBPA-audited publication, only qualified
subscribers may receive afree subscription.

R&O issued by the FCC will resolve all
the issues listed here except for content
protection, which it will leave to asubsequent ruling.
Of course, most of the driving force
behind enacting digital radio content protection comes from the music industry,
which is concerned with any further erosion of its business through uncompensated digital distribution of its content.
Yet there are other applications for such
protection that might provide benefit for
broadcasters or consumers instead.
Consider subscription radio via IBOC
supplemental program service or datacasting. This would require some form of
conditional access, and if there were a
standardized system for this in place —
or at least astandard framework for use
with a variety of proprietary algorithms
— the process of launching the terrestrial
subscription radio business would be
greatly simplified. Similarly, the downloading of premium content (e.g., music
files) via IBOC datacasting would require
protection by adigital rights management
(the "other" DRM) system, and this, too
would likely require regulatory intervention to establish.
Finally, don't forget about what the
FCC calls "assisted living" services, such
as radio reading services for vision impaired listeners. Today these services
are offered for free to qualified consumers, and the services themselves
enjoy free access to copyrighted content,
such as the newspapers, magazines and
books that they read on the air.
The services can do this legitimately
due to special status that exempts them
from copyright rules, which would normally preclude them from legally reading
this amount of content directly from such
publications without license to do so. But
the basis for this exemption is the fact
that the reading services are inherently
limited in their broadcast scope to only
those listeners equipped with specialized
subcarrier receivers, which are not generally available in retail outlets.
As noted above, ideally the IBOC datacasting world can advance beyond such
a balkanized subcarrier milieu into a
standardized environment where service
quality and equipment costs benefit from
digital economies of scale. But if these
reading services simply become another
standard supplemental service available
to all listeners at the flick of a switch,
they risk losing their copyright exemption. Thus some form of conditional
access or other copy protection scheme
may be required, even for afree service.
As the HD Radio train lurches from
the station, it's important to observe the
activity that's still taking place back on
the platform — and there's still plenty of
it. Watch this space for continuing
updates.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. •
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AES Has Daily Broadcast Events
Bialik Organizes Sessions Focusing on Surround,
Digital Radio and Remembering Armstrong
by Kelly Brooks and
Flip Michaels
An expected 20,000 people will attend
the AES convention in October, when the
show returns to the East Coast. Several
sessions are programmed to appeal to
broadcasters.
Topics include HD Radio implementation and surround sound demos as well as
panels and workshops that feature industry
speakers from companies like Fraunhofer,
Cox Radio, Telos/Omnia/Axia and Radio
World.
Some 400 exhibitor booths are planned
for the show, which runs Oct. 7-10 at the
Jacob Javits Convention Center in New
York. Registration costs vary. A non-AES
member attending the full program pays
$410 on site. Various discounts apply for
students, AES members, exhibits-only visitors and advance registrants.
"This is the first year that there are
events for the broadcaster every single day
of the convention," said David Bialik, systems consultant for DKB Broadcast
Associates and the convention's broadcast
chair. "I've been chairing for over 14
years, and this year's events are the best
we've ever had.
"The show's audience is made up of
engineers with audio as their main concern, not programming or marketing executives. We have the surround sound forum,
and the loudness workshop is going to be
chaired by Emil Torick, who used to run
CBS Labs and is the father of the
Audimax and Volumax."
Bialik referred to Saturday's "Surround
Sound for Digital Radio Forum" and a
newly added workshop on loudness and
perception. Details on the latter were still
being arranged in September.

"I'm going to have Mike Dorrough on
the (loudness) panel. Frank Foti, Marvin
Caesar of Aphex and Ibelieve Bob Katz
(of Digital Domain), and there's going be
an audiologist," said Bialik. "This is going
to be cool. Mike Dorrough is already planning some sort of demo for it, and it

Foti of Telos/Omnia/Axia; Stephen
Geyersberger of Fraunhofer; Alan
Kraemer of SRS Labs; Steve Lyman of
Dolby Labs; Tony Masiello of XM
Satellite Radio; Noel McKenna of Audio
Processing Technology; Geir Skaaden of
Neural Audio; Skip Pizzi of Microsoft;
and Mike Pappas of KUVO(FM) in
Denver, whom Bialik notes has aplayback
planned for his Monday tutorial on mixing
live 5.1

The Jacob Javits Convention Center expects 20,000 audiophiles
to attend the 119th AES convention.

should be really interesting.
"Not one person Iinvited turned us
down," he said. "The working title right
now is ' Loudness,' but it's going to be
covering perception and perceived loudness and talking about listener fatigue.
One of the neat things is that we got an
audiologist to actually sit on the panel
with us to talk about this."
The surround sound forum features
Steve Fluker of Cox Radio Orlando; Frank

Pizzi, also contributing editor for Radio
World, said an important issue is that of
"matrix" surround systems and the possible effect on astation's analog signal.
"The question of matrix on analog is
probably the main issue right now. It's
Question Number One that has to be setded," he said. "It doesn't mean you couldn't just put surround, matrix or otherwise,
on your digital. That's already been
checked by Ibiquity. All the matrix sys-
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tems — the three that have been proposed
— are approved by Ibiquity, and they
would seem to work fine on the HD signal.
"The question is because they are easy
to pre-encode into your stereo signal,
broadcasters could want to just make it
simple and put it in the main channel. If
they do that, though, how will it affect the
analog broadcasting? That issue's been
around for many years, and for one reason
or another has never happened."
He said NPR has volunteered to perform tests to explore the matter, and is
willing to share the results with the
NRSC.
"They could possibly use the tests, if
they are definitive enough, to help make a
recommendation on what broadcasters
should do regarding analog," he said.
"Even though we are talking about digital
surround for matrix systems, it would be
nice if you wouldn't have a problem
putting them on analog too."
Multicast, supplementals
The Digital Radio Forum features some
participants of the surround forum, as well
as representatives from Digital Radio
Mondiale, NPR and technology developer
Ibiquity. Panelists include Masiello and
Pizzi; Mark Kalman of Sirius; David
Layer of NAB; Mike Lyons of Ibiquity;
David Wilson of the Consumer
Electronics Association; Jan Andrews of
NPR; and Leonard Kahn of Kahn
Communications.
"I'm very intrigued by multicasting,
and that's going to be one of the topics
we're looking at. We have some people
from NPR coming in to talk about that,"
said Bialik. "Ithink multicasting can be an
interesting proposition as long as it doesn't sacrifice quality, or (rather) the quality
that the listener is used to."
Pizzi said the topic of the moment is
supplemental identification, given that surround is not as much of a "killer app" as
multicast. While NRSC task groups are
prohibited from releasing findings to the
See AES, page 27
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Learn how you can set yourself apart from the competitior with surround sound at your facility! Studies
show that surround sound makes DTV picures 'look better": HD- Radio offers parity with state-of-the-art
audio to radio stations.

-TV and Radio Engineers

See and hear for yourself the difference surround sound can make. This seminar is packed full of
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Thursday, October 6(
immediately preceding the

.1"

119th AES Conventron)

WNET Studios. 450 W. 33' St. (
2-1/2 blocks from the Jacob Javits Convection Center)
Nevi York, NY

IMAS Publishing specializes in professional audio

8a.m.-9 a.m.

On site registration and continental breakfast

9a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Seminar Program:

and video technology magazines ( including the
cne you're reading now). Publications include such
industry standards as Radio World newspaper. and
TV Technology. Pro Audio Review and Audio- Media

-Introduction/History and Overview of Surround Sound

Europe magazines.

-Surround Sound Broadcasting
-Lunch Break ( Lunch Provided)
Skip Pizzi. nvho is moderationg the

-Implementing Surround Sound at the Broadcast Facility

seminar, is arenowned expert in digital

(separate breakout sessions for TV and Radio run concurrently)

audio and co-chair of the NRSC Surround

-Producing Surround Sound Content

Sound Audio Task Group. as well as a
Contributing Editor to Radio World. He is
also aformer tecnnical training manager
for broadcast technology.
Registration

How to Plan, Budget, Build and Broadcast in Surround Sound
At WNET Studios in New York City, 450 W. 33rd St., NY, NY

e YES, please sign me up for the Surround Sound Seminar:
lii Early- bird Registration Rate ( must respond by Sept. 9): $575
D Regular Reg stration ( after Sept. 9): $675
D On- site Registration: $700
III Multiple attendees from the same company save $50 on each registration!
(check here dthis applies) Note co-worker who will attend:
Payment Terms: For credit card orders, anon-refundable $ 100 deposit will be charged to your cred tcard
upon receipt of registration. The remaining balance, based on your date of registration, will be charged to
your credit card on September 30, 2005. Cancellations after September 30 are subject to a50% penalty.
To register, you may RSVP online at www.imaspub.com/surround or fax this form to 703-671-7409,
or mail this form to: IMAS Publishing Group Surround Sound Seminar, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church.
VA 22041. Or phone in your reservation at 800-336-3045 x153.

Form

Name:
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Company

Address
City:

State:

Phone:

Fax:

Email:
P
AYMENT METHOD:
Check (Check #
Credit Card:

`11 Visa

)Enclosed
L. Mastercard

_American Express

Credit Card #:
Amount to Charge:
Please print name as it appears on card:
Signature:

Exp. Date:

Zip:
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press, discussion points include the types
of displays proposed for supplemental
channels, "and also things like navigation
too, not just ID. Like: when you scan, do
you scan all the supplementals, or do you
just stop on all the main channels? And
then if you want to check the supplementals, if there are any, do you have to touch
asecond button?" Pizzi said.
Multicasting raises an important flag,
he said: the difference between additional
service and additional stations. He said
while most broadcasters offer expanded
content from the main channel, such as
deeper tracks or "older oldies," some
broadcasters may try to turn asupplemental into an entirely different station.
"You need to be alittle careful in regulatory space, or at least the public activist
space. If you're doing it right, you're
adding service to your community, you
know, it's agood thing," said Pizzi.
"On the other hand, if all of asudden
you're trying to make it look like, 'We're a
consolidated operator that has eight stations in amarket, but now we're actually
going to have 40,' then hold on asecond.
"Be careful what you wish for. Raising
the flag the wrong way can really attract
some unwanted attention. Particularly
with the FCC getting so much heat about
media ownership and consolidation, this
could just add fuel to the fire if not done
carefully."
And what digital radio forum would be
complete without acknowledging CAMD, about which Ibiquity said in an August
reply to the FCC's latest inquiry on IBOC,
"The complaints about AM IBOC are
largely from skywave enthusiasts and proponents of what is asserted to be the
'CAM-D' system. CAM- D, which has
never been detailed to the commission,
demonstrated publicly or shown to work,
builds upon the failed legacy of AM stereo
broadcasting."
Its primary advocate will attend.
"Leonard Kahn has agreed to be on the
digital radio panel, and I've invited him to
talk about CAM-D, so maybe he'll say
something. Maybe said Bialik.
Back to the future
AES events at the show also will look
back and celebrate radio's history.
Under the category of historical events
falls the 70th anniversary of the first public demonstration of FM broadcasting. A
session on the topic also recalls the recent
Alpine Tower commemoration of the
anniversary; it is organized by Solid
Electronics Labs principal Steve
Hemphill, Bialik, Scott Fybush of Radio
World/Northeast Radio Watch and RW
U.S. Editor-in-Chief Paul McLane.
This " Look at Major Armstrong's
Contribution to Broadcasting" features,
among others, panelists Henry G. Dietz of
the Henry G. Dietz Co.; Renville H.
McMann Jr. of CBS Laboratories; Gilbert
R. Houck of Houck and Bowen
Engineering; and Robert Carter Brecht, a
descendant of the FM innovator Edwin
Howard Armstrong, whose innovations
are at the center of the event.
The convention ends with alive performance of an as-yet-untitled audio drama
co-produced by Bialik and Himan Brown,
deemed by The Radio Hall of Fame to be
"one of the most respected figures in radio
history."
Bialik said Brown was courting some

Beyond broadcast: A tour of Trutone Mastering is on Saturday from 1-4 p.m.
The studio specializes in cutting lacquer discs on vintage Neumann lathes,
and has done vinyl mastering for major and independent studios.

"high-profile" actors. "Just to work with
Himan Brown is really cool. Igrew up listening to his stuff," he said.
Other events include the histories of
live sound and recording studios.
You might want to bring ajacket for a
technical tour of the notoriously frigid
David Letterman studios at the Ed
Sullivan Theatre. A history event will look
at New York's "tightly knit consortium" of
recording studios in the 1950s and ' 60s.
Also featured is atour of the Trutone vinyl
mastering studios; and tours of the
Electric Ladyland Studios and Chung
King Studios, which have recorded tracks
for Jimi Hendrix and the Beastie Boys,
respectively.
For alist of broadcast events and registration pricing, visit www.aes.org.
Kelly Brooks is associate editor of Radio
World. Flip Michaels is acontributor
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"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"
With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lori
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect cf Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as
reliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancemenIs are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station-wide play while
recording. Ard as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less
likely to go off at night—thanks to Kim and Lori.
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Tieline Gets WZIP to New Locations
by Blake Thompson
Remotes are afact of life in radio, and
we have more options than ever. Let's
start with the lowest quality, acell phone;
in the typical spectrum of remote choices, we then move up to aregular phone
line (POTS), single-line frequency extenders, a Marti system, POTS codecs and
ISDN. In general, better sound quality
usually equals less portability, higher
costs and more setup/prep. Just getting a
regular POTS line installed can run into
the hundreds of dollars.
Luckily for us, codec manufacturers
are now up to third-generation devices
and some have "stream over GSM" systems available.
The major issue is one of bandwidth.
The maximum present U.S. cellular data
rate is 6.8 to 9.6 kbps. Anyone who has
tried to listen to an 8kbps stream knows
how poor it sounds. Tieline is addressing
this niche with its G3 series of remote
codecs. The company has developed a
custom algorithm that it says can give up
to 7 kHz audio at rates as low as 9.6
kbps.
Those still using standard cell phones
for remotes know how inconsistent the
quality is. This new system can give you
aconsistent 16 kbps MP3 stream from
your remote.
New approach
serve as chid engineer for WZIP(FM),
astudent-run station at the University of
Akron on 88.1 MHz running 7.5 kW at 800
feet. We operate the station as aprofessional broadcast training program. We use
ENCO automation, Harris AirWave boards,
Aphex processing, Harris Z Series transmitter and CD Link STL.
Over the past 25 years I've tried many
phone remote systems for our sports broadcasts, all of which had to be run by students
with minimal training. We went from an
old Zercom Maxitel system to single-line

frequency extenders, then on to three-line
extenders and finally second-generation
pars codecs. Every step was an upgrade
in sound quality and complexity.
After some issues with dropped links
and inability to get POTS lines in some
venues, we decided to try a cellular

Thumbs Up

time, and acar lighter adapter.
The plug count on the five-channel
TLM-600 is impressive. There also are
mic/line inputs with switchable phantom
power on XLR plugs; two XLR program
outs; standard 1/4-inch headphone jacks;
RCA aux in and out; Phoenix plug control
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Cellular for remoter;
no landlines required
Flexible operation
Profile/preset switching
Intelligent Gain Control is a
game-saver
Good to great sourd
in all modes

Thumbs Down

-el U.S. GSM lirriftazicins
/ GSM SIMM slot a little larger
than the card

Price: $ 4,995
lieline Technology in Indianapolis
at ( 3171845-8000 or visit
www. tie//ne corn
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Clockwise from top left: music direct; music coded; voice direct;
and voice coded.
approach. After extensive research Ipurchased the Tieline i
Mix G3fTLM-600 for
the remote mixer/codec and an older, but
still compatible, Patriot for the studio end.
Now there is aG3 rack unit available for
the studio.
The G3 series share some common elements; they have alarge rotary menu selection knob, four-line LCD display, input level, headphone level and balance, channel
on/off buttons, adial pad with extra function buttons and abank of four user-programmable softkeys. Units also feature a
four-pin XLR for the 12 V DC power supply input, using an inline supply with a
standard IEC power cord. There are two
battery power options available for the field
units that can give you up to 3.5 hours run

Nobody Knows The
le Better Than We Do

WE HAVE CCA
RECTIFIERS

Tieline i
Mix G3/TLM-600
Remote Mixer/Codec

Once again, HV Components/CKE brings
you areliable retrofit rectifier package for
your transmitter that saves you money and
delivers the performance and reliability you've
come to expect from us. Our Model 51016 shown here
is athree-phase full wave bridge designed to easily drop
into your AM, FM or television transmitter. Conservatively
rated for power supplies of up to 12 KV and 9amps output,
this retrofit package fills the bill for most any application.

Quick, Cost-Effective & Evert Solution

www.rectifiers.com

800•649•6370

in/out; and RI- 11 phone line jacks. A set of
RS-232, USB and LAN plugs for configuration/control are included, as are IP
streaming applications.
On the side is a slot for the optional
plug-in modules ($895 each) for GSM cellular, ISDN or asecond POTS module for
dual mono/stereo broadcasts. The modules
slide in and are locked in place with screws.
Units come with asoftware package
called the Toolbox. With this program you
can connect to the unit and setup functions,
defaults, softkey settings, phonebook
entries, audio levels and audio matrix routing; and you can take remote control of all
functions. This is agreat addition, as it
allows you to load up to 98 profiles into the
system, which you can use to switch from
GSM to POTS, for example.
The Toolbox also allows software
updates to be loaded. The i
Mix is really a
codec/phone interface with asmall digital
mixing board added on.
Easy setup, control
When we received our 03 i
Mix and the
older Patriot unit, the cellular modules
were not available yet, so we just used
them in the POTS mode for our first few
games. The sports team only needed 15
minutes of training to use them, with minimal calls to my cell phone. We were
impressed with the sound quality and
robustness of the calls. In locations that
had given us trouble with our older codecs,
we had no drops at all.
The announcers loved the easy setup
and control. One feature Iloved is the digital Intelligent Gain Control, which lowers
the input level automatically if the signal is
too hot, and includes apeak limiter. No
more digital clipping when the games get
exciting.
Another feature Ilike is the alarm
buzzer. You can assign one of the softkeys
to a "piezo alarm" and when you press it,
the other end gets abuzzing alarm — just
to get someone's attention of course.
After getting the GSM module in, we
set up our cell account with T-Mobile. The
GSM module is an entire cell phone, so all
you do is put your SIMM card in the

included holder, slide it in the slot and
attach the antenna. A portion of the manual
and two extra data sheets are devoted to
describing how to order your cell service
with the Circuit Switched Data you need.
You can't just put your regular cell SIMM
card in and expect it to go.
Since that time we received anew cellular antenna from Tieline that has a 3 db
gain over the older unit, and updated
codec/control software. Ihooked up the
updated system using aCommander G3
TLF-300, loaned for testing, and gave it a
go. It worked everywhere Itried, and even
ran several feet from an AM/FM transmitter room with no drops.

The GSM can have up to ahalf-second
delay, some of which is from your cellular
provider. Idid some testing on the G3 system and found the GSM quality to be
almost equal to a 24 kbps mono MP3
stream. It sounded close at 20 kbps but the
treble was still better with the GSM.
The MP3 encoder Iuse has an 11 kHz
sample rate for the 6kbps-20 kbps encoded streams; Ineeded to have a22 khz sample rate to get the high end to compare
with the GSM codec. Ithen recorded some
music, and my voice direct and GSM-coded into Cool Edit Pro to do some frequency analysis, and found the response was
good out past 7 kHz in my setup. That is
why Ihad to get above the 11 kHz sample
rate — that extra 1/2 octave makes adifference in the perceived voice quality. Some
screen shots of the frequency response
from my tests are included on this page.
The GSM codec works well. There is
the expected MPEG-style " high- end
swishing," but much less than you would
expect at these low bitrates. All in all it is a
major step up over any other wireless system Ihave heard. Iwill still try to get a
POTS line to use in most locations, but
now Ihave awireless option. The Tieline
i
Mix G3/TLM-600 retails for $4995.
Blake Thompson is chief engineer for
University of Akron station WZIP(FM) in
Akron, Ohio.
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Telos Distributes
NeoWinners
Contest Software
Telos Systems says it entered into an
agreement with Paris-based NeoGroupe
to distribute NeoWinners, a contestand-winner tracking software package
that helps operations managers and
promotions directors manage large
numbers of call-in contests.
The product is represented domestically by Telos; it also will be available
internationally from some Telos distributors.
The NeoWinners suite is designed
for use with Windows, and also can
interface with Telos TWOx12 and
Series 2101 talkshow systems. The
company says the package is especially
suited for large station clusters and stations. It helps automate the task of
scheduling giveaways and tracking
winners, keeping a real-time count of
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Additional features include the ability to eliminate error-prone paper track-

ing of prize inventories, contest schedules and " who won what"; automate
compilation of event- related guest
lists; keep a detailed inventory of
available prizes; automatically generate prize letters, mailing labels and
winner lists; and use Caller ID services
to identify callers and access caller
database information.
NeoWinners also has reporting and
data mining features that enable promotions personnel, talent and front
office staff to access information about
winners and prizes using a common.
central database, which the company
says eliminates lost and conflicting
information and confirms prize disbursement.
For more information, contact Telos
Systems in Cleveland at ( 216) 2417225 or visit www.telos-systems.com.

Program Orange
Has Cart Stack
Software
Pittsburgh- based Program Orange
has been writing radio software for
three years and has released its first
automation system, the Cart Stack. It is
software designed for small- and medium- market radio stations as well as
Internet stations. The Cart Stack is
compatible with Windows 2000 and

Small processors, Big sound
From the company that brought you the DSPX,
we bring to you the Xtra and the mini.
DSPXm in i

$1,700.00

• Cost effe...:tive FM only version of the DSPX

• Unbeatable value for money

• 4band DSP processing

• Supercharged DSP engine
'outruns any turbo'

• Lan & serial remote control

$3,300.00

XP-based machines.
Cart Stack offers three automation
types: satellite mode, walk-away mode
and live assist. It also features music
scheduling, voice tracking and onscreen Weather Now updates. Its interface features an on-screen cart stack as
well as instant-fire push-button carts,
which the company says are handy for
fast-paced morning shows with many
recorded bits.
The Cart Stack Production Room
allows the user to manage audio cuts,
schedules and satellite controls.
Features include the Audio Library,
which enables the user to import and
record up to 20,000 MP3, MP2, .WAV
or OGG cuts; and allows single cuts to
be edited individually, or multiple cuts
to be edited simultaneously.
Intros, endings, categories and other
information about audio cuts can be set
up within the Audio Library. Cuts are
sorted by artist, title, type, length and
category.
For information contact Program
Orange in Pittsburgh at (412) 6610599 or visit its Web site at www.
cartstack.com.

29

• UK's most popular DAB processor

• Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

• 4band DSP processing

• FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

• Lar & serial remote control

. Presets and real time clock

DSPXtra

$6,500.00

•6band DSP processor

•Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

•Integrated ' award winning' Ariane Levele

•FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

•LAN, USE .& Serial renote control

•Unbelievable sound

www.bwbroadcast.com
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If Loving 8-Track Is Wrong ...
'Trackers' and News Groups Like 8trackheaven.com
Help to Keep the `Kachunk' Alive
by Tom Vernon
Anyone who came of age in the 1970s
probably remembers 8-track tape players
and the familiar "kachunk" sound they
made when changing tracks. The 8-track
medium had acomparatively short life span,
starting in the early 1960s, peaking in the
'70s when it was the predominant portable
and car audio format, and winding down by
the mid- 1980s.
As with other audio technologies such as
vinyl discs and vacuum tubes, 8-track has a
loyal group of supporters, called trackers,
who keep the medium alive. So while
"kachunk" isn't heard often, it hasn't
disappeared from the consumer audio
soundscape.
A format is born
Eight-track had its origins in the early
1960s, when William Powell Lear of Lear
Jet fame developed and patented the system.
There were other continuous-loop audio
cartridge formats at the time, including the
broadcast cart and consumer 4-track. There
are significant differences between the systems.
While broadcast carts used acue track
with audio tones to stop the cart after one
play, 8-track tapes had metal foil over the
splice that triggered asolenoid to switch

tracks by changing head height. Once started, 8-track players will play indefinitely.
The 4-track format contained two stereo
programs. Due to the amount of 1/4-inch
tape that could be wound onto acartridge
and played at 3-3/4 IFS, the total playing
time was limited to about 40 minutes. By
proposing eight tracks, Lear was able to

tracks on 1/4-inch tape. Even slight misadjustments of tape height, either through the
head or the cartridge itself, resulted in
crosstalk. Because the adjacent tracks had
completely different audio, this interference
was most annoying. Some machines had a
mechanical front panel adjustment to make
slight changes in head height in an effort to
eliminate this problem.
While Lear developed and patented the
8-track system, it took savvy marketing and
collaboration among several companies to

The Craig 8-track Stereo Player
effectively double the playing time of his
cartridges.
While the 4-track system had the pinch
roller on the tape deck, Lear's 8-track medium had the pinch roller inside the cartridge.
Changing the location was an effort to eliminate tape jams, and also made Le-ar's system patentable.
One of the shortcomings of the format
was related to close spacing of the eight

make the format successful. Lear focused
most of his efforts on the car stereo market,
and in 1966, all Fords came with afactoryinstalled in-dash 8-track player. The next
year Chrysler and GM followed suit.
In the early 1960s, most cars only had an

home systems for the new format, as well as
awealth of pre-recorded quad material.
Eight-track tapes began to disappear
from retail stores in the late 1970s, but the
format was kept alive by record clubs such
as RCA, which continued to manufacture
and distribute tapes into the mid- 1980s.
Michael Jackson's "Thriller," Madonna's
"Like a Virgin" and " Purple Rain" by
Prince were among the last hit albums
released on 8-track. However, independent
labels and artists continue to release material on 8-track tape cartridges.
Eight-track enthusiasts were the topic of
a92-minute documentary film. "So Wrong
They're Right" chronicles afilmmaker's
10,000- mile journey across the United
States in search of "trackers." The result is
approximately 20 interviews with collectors
who share insights on aspects of the 8-track
culture.
Trackers are an enthusiastic group, with a
love of the medium. Malcom Riviera, acollector and webmaster of 8trackheaven.com,
has about 30 machines in his collection. "I
started in the early ' 90s," he said, "when
you could get machines for about $2, and
tapes for 10 cents each at thrift shops and
yard sales. It was kind of agoofy nostalgia
thing at the time, which has matured into a
more serious hobby."
Today, 8-track tapes sell for one to two
dollars. Machines can be purchased "as
is" on eBay for around five dollars, while
fully restored player/recorders can fetch
as much as $225.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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Head Start or Jump start?
Mustering ashow of community support for the National Guard unit.
Rallying shoppers to keep their dollars working in their own hometown.
Spearheading anew campaign to cut down on drunk driving.
Promoting "safety first" at home or on the farm.
RADIO gets the word out and thejob done in ways no other medium can match!
For fifteen years Grace Broadcast Sales has served stations in markets of every size.
providing inexpensive, professionally produced : 30- and : 60- second radio features for
community campaigns. holidays, celebrations and special events. Listeners enjoy them and
advertisers readily sponsor them. So whether you need ahead start or ajumpstart we can help you be
(or become) the resource you want to be. Visit our website for ideas. inspiiation and free demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
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Sound Ideas for Building

QueNtion.? Call us. toll free ( 888) 472-2388.

www.gracebroadcast.com
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The Telex changer plays 12 8-track tapes back to
back, for 8-9 hours of continuous music.
AM radio, and the introduction of in-dash 8track players marked the first time consumers had achoice of what type of music
they wanted to listen to while driving.
Collaborations, first with RCA and later with
Ampex, provided asource of pre-recorded
music for the new medium. Interestingly, 8track tapes were initially sold in auto supply
stores rather than record shops, reflecting the
targeting of the automotive market.
Most of the initial marketing of 8-tracks
was to sell pre-recorded music, but as component decks became more popular,
recorders and blank tapes were introduced.
Radio Shack became alarge supplier of
blank tapes and 8-track cartridge repair kits.
Recorders began to appear in 1969, and production wound down around 1974, as the
cassette format was becoming more popular.
Culture club
The 8- track medium also played an
important part in the four-channel movement of the 1970s. The eight tracks could
be configured easily to create two quadraphonic channels for discrete quad. The only
catch was the program time was half that of
astereo 8-track cartridge.
RCA was instrumental in introducing the
Q-8 cartridge They also produced complete

Many trackers also collect other 1970s
audio gear. Riviera's most unusual machine
is aTelex unit that plays 12 8-track tapes
back to back, allowing for 8-9 hours of continuous music. Other odd devices include
hybrid 8-track-cassette players, manufactured during the brief period when the two
formats had equal popularity.
One thing serious trackers need to know
is how to repair the tape cartridges. Riviera
said the most common problem is the foil
splice tab, which eventually becomes
unglued and must be replaced. Foam pressure pads and pinch rollers also may need
attention.
Among the most unusual tapes Riviera
has collected are blanks that have radio
airchecics from the 1970s recorded on them.
Even more rare are airchecks of stations
broadcasting in 4-channel, which could only
be recorded on 8-track or open reel format.
It is hard to estimate how many people
are collecting 8-track players and tapes.
Riviera regularly gets e-mail from people
discovering his site. Most are surprised to
know any one else is interested in 8-track
technology. The 8tracIdieaven news group
has about 200 regular contributors.
Tom Vernon is afrequent contributor to
Radio World..
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Genelec MDE Series
Are Active Monitors
Genelec this spring exhibited a line
of near- field two-way systems. The
8000 Minimum Diffraction Enclosure
series of biamplified active monitors
consists of three models that replace
the 1029A, 1030A and 1031A.

Radio World
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yields large internal volumes with
mechanical strength.
The 8030A, shown, the smallest,
features a5-inch bass driver along with
a 3/4- inch tweeter loaded into a new
Advanced DCW. The intermediatesized 8040A incorporates a 6- inch
woofer and a3/4- inch tweeter, also set
into the Advanced DCW. The 8050A is
the largest, using an 8- inch bass driver
and 1-inch tweeter.
Genelec also offers the 8030A
Triple Play stereo monitoring system,
which the company says eases the
process of creating a new multi-channel monitoring system or upgrading an
existing stereo monitoring environment
to 5.1 surround.
Contact the company in Massachusetts at (508) 652-0900 or visit
www.genelecusa.com.

Broadcast Depot
Plans Seminar
Broadcast Depot announced dates for
its Digital Radio Seminar 2005, which it
will host at its offices in Miami Oct. 1214. The registration fee is $ 100, which
the equipment distributor says will be
credited toward attendees' next purchase.
The seminar includes presentations by
Telos/Omnia/Axia on Omnia-3, -4 and 5 audio processors, Axia products and
Tejos ISDN and codec gear. Audioarts
will show digital audio consoles;
Auralex will discuss acoustical treatment in a broadcast facility. Staco
Energy and software supplier Radio 5
will present.

Day Two includes presentations by
Audemat-Aztec on tools to measure the
quality of the radio signal, and Orban on
preparation of AM and FM processors as
well as preventive maintenance information for certain models. Avcom and TFT
will offer presentations about their product lines.
Several sessions will deal with the
transition to HD Radio. An Ibiquity representative will speak on preparing for
the technology, as will officials from
Jampro and Nautel. Comrex will discuss its new Broadcast Reliable Internet
Codec. Adema, LBA and RVR will present as well.
For information and to download a
program and registration information.
visit www.bdnow.com.

We're changing the face
of RADIO ENGINEERING...
Imagine an incredibly intelligent diagnostics solution that monitors your station 24 hours aday,
so if an unexpected problem arises, you already know about it. Even if you're not at work. Our
one-of-a-kind Diagnostics Solution alerts you in advance ( using activity thresholds defined by you)
should your on-air system exhibit apotential problem. It's the ideal add-on to your new or existing
The new models use an enclosure
with rounded edges and acurved front
and sides. In addition to frequency
response, the minimized cabinet edge
diffraction offers imaging qualities.
Each uses an aluminum MDE design
with Advanced Directivity Controlled
Waveguide, which the company says

BW Broadcast
Has 'Mini'

Scott Studios or Maestro digital automation system.
dMarc's Diagnostics knows which activities are normal and which
are not, and it knows when and how to send alerts to just the right
people. Prevent serious malfunctions, partial shutdowns or even
dead air. All this from asingle, easy-to-use Management Console so
flexible it can monitor asingle station or an entire network.

Version of DSPX
BW Broadcast released a low-cost
FM broadcast processor, the DSPX
mini, which it said draws from the
company's DSPX and the six-band version, DSPeXtra. The Mini offers a4+4
AGC and limiter processing architecture, but with a reduced feature set. It
does not have the analog and digital
outputs of the sister models, but it does
contain the same stereo encoder. The
DSPX mini retails for $ 1,700.

p
fri
For broadcasters who only need the
stereo encoder, the Mini is available in
a version without multiband processing. The company says this version is
suitable for stations that process at the
studio, but require stereo generation
and peak control at the transmitter site.
That version is $ 1,150.
For more information, contact BW
Broadcast's U.S. distributor, Broadcasters General Store, in Florida at
(352)622-7700 or visit www.bgs.cc.

The price is right, too. ( Free!) Call or email us for details on how
this critical diagnostics solution can be yours without investing a
single dime. Our Quick Response Email Hotline is
diagnosticsedmarc.net or call Toll Free 888-438-7268.

...ONE STICK at atime.
Ph. Toll Free

888-438-7268

SeteSeadidel

E-mail:

diagnostics@dMarc.net

e arc

Maestro

INNOVATION
THROUGH AUTOMATION

Scott Studios and Maestro are Product Lines of (Mar

www.dmarc.net

DIAGNOSTICS

DATASERVICES
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REVENUESUITE

Radio Broadcast Console

50 °A OFF
Prewire
LIMITED TIME OFFER
Buy any R- 55e console
during September and
October and get a
Prewire 50% off
Ask for BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT
Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508
Fax 1-704-889-4540

Illuminated LED switches and a
flip-up meterbridge that provides
direct access to I/O connectors
and logic programming dipwitches
complement the R-55e' s modular, low profile countertop design.

CALL SCMS today for Prewire details 8a
your best price on the R-55e consoles!
i

CORPORATE
SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.
www.scmsinc.com
e-mal sales@scmsinc.com

dam
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8 CHANNEL PHASE 1 PREWIRE

$ 976

111111111111111MIMIW. -

12 CHANNEL PHASE 1 PREWIRE

$ 1287

18 CHANNEL PHASE 1 PREWIRE

$ 1753

Central Sales
Bernie O'Brien
bernieob@earthiink.net
Cell ( 731) 695-1714

Mid-West Sales
Mary Schnelle
marys@scmsinc.com
Sales ( 513) 899-3036

North-East Sales
Jim Peck
jpeck001@scmsinc.com
Sales ( 315) 623-7655

South- East Sales
Ric Goldstein
ricg@scmsinc.com
Voice (877) 640-8205

West Coast Sales
Doug Tharp
dougt@scmsinc.com
Sales (866) 673-9267

South-Atlantic Sales
Art White
whitearthur@bellsouth..net
Sales ( 770) 632-1295

South-West Sales
Tyler Callis
tylerc@scmsinc.com
Office (877) 699-9151

Mid-South Sales
Bob Mayben
bobmayben@usa.net
Office (877) 391-2650
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WOR Replaces MD With BurnIT Plus
by Kerry Richards
Chief Engineer
WOR(AM)
Buck ey Broadcasting Corp.
NEW YORK Last year, in the middle
of planning the WOR move from Times
Square to Lower Manhattan, we realized
that our MiniDisc use was becoming
problematic and we would need to pick a
new " in-house" media. It seems we
always had two and sometimes three MD
decks out for service at atime, and the
reliability factor on the MiniDisc format
was becoming abig problem. On top of
this the manufacturer of our decks
stopped selling them and support was
dwindling as well.
We started examining what we could
use to replace MiniDiscs, and because we
were constantly burning CD-Rs in computers for our clients and in-house use in
various workstations, it was ano-brainer.
We needed to install real-time CD burners to replace the MiniDisc format in the
WOR facility.
CD-R
Our
dealer
Buck
Waters
at
Broadcasters General Store suggested we
try the HHB CDR830 BurnIT Plus. We
agreed to try several of the units on our
Radio Network feed, where we are
recording and playing back MiniDiscs as
a backup for our audio server. We
installed the HHB BurnITs next to the
MiniDisc machines and ran them in parallel to make sure all was okay for afew
weeks.
The CDR830 has every kind of input
and output you could want. There's
unbalanced and balanced analog audio on
RCA jacks and XLRs, AES and coaxial
or optical digital inputs and outputs.
Remote start and stop functions are

Inside

brought to a DIN connector for connections to the outside world for easy contact closures of your choice. In our case,
the WOR master clock system sends a
contact closure to start the recording or
playback at WOR networks start time.

backup use.
When it came time to move the WOR
plant our corporate Vice President of
Engineering Tom Ray here at Buckley
Radio determined that the MiniDisc format has seen its day and we would need

Control Room One Operator Ben Soto ( left) and Chief Engineer
Kerry Richards in front of a typical WOR Control Room where
three HHB BurnIT decks are used for daily air and production duties.
The hardest part about this project was
the learning curve for our WOR Master
Control operators, switching from
MiniDisc operations. The staff has had to
learn how this format works, and also the
differences between CD- Rs and CDRWs. We had to educate them in CD-R
operations such as finalizing and reinitializing discs.
After about a week we found the
BurnIT operations to be reliable and trouble-free. We have these units in operation
24/7, and they are either playing back
network hours or recording them for

to start burning stuff onto hard drives or
some other movable media. We decided
in the new WOR plant to go both ways.
We have supplied our staff with workstations for editing purposes and plenty of
HHB BurnITs to record CD-Rs and CDRWs as the movable media of choice.
Burn, baby, burn
We have installed more than 30 of the
HHB BurnITs at the new WOR studio
complex. They are also in our newsroom
and in the editing suites. We use them on
adaily basis for real-time recording and
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playback. We burn all of our aircheck,
client disks and outgoing media on CDRs. It is also the movable media of choice
at WOR for our producers.
The disadvantage to this format and
the complaint from our producers has
been that they cannot edit on the BurnIT
like they could the MiniDisc decks, but
we have provided Adobe Audition everywhere for this purpose. And even better
— they can now rip BurnIT-made CD-Rs
into our ENCO system and manipulate
the audio, something they could not do
before.
As far as the HHB decks, the quality
of the reproduced audio exceeds our
expectations. For almost ayear we have
been running HHB BurnITs on the WOR
Radio Networks, and the only problem
we have had is with "Cheapie Media."
Be careful what you feed into the
machines. Use aknown grade of CD-Rs
and CD-RWs. We like the Taiyo-Uden
CD- R 80s from Broadcasters General
Store. They have the right price and seem
to be trouble-free. HHB also makes great
media for all of its machines. Clients
have brought cheapie CD-RWs, like the
ones found at the office supply or drugstore, into our plant and they act up or
will not record completely.
Corporate has determined that
MiniDisc use here in the plant will cease
at the end of the year. So we have left a
legacy MD machine in each control room
for use in transferring audio to CD format.
Ihave added two of the HHB BurnIT
decks to our remote gear, which we use
several times a month. These machines
will interface to anything in the environment, are rugged and come with complete manuals for setup, use and operation. And BGS' price — $745 — ain't
bad, either.
For more information, contact BGS at
(352) 629-7000 or HHB's U.S. distributor Sennheiser Electronic Corp. in
Connecticut at (860) 434-9190 or visit
www.sennheiserusa.com. 1>

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADt
6600 Series
Convection-Cooled Resistor Loads
Designed for Outdoor Applications
Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratings
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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Tascam CD-601m1d1 Selects

Fostex FR-2, PD-6

Online, Monitor Play

Record at
24-Bit/96 kHz
Fostex America debuted its FR- 2
portable two-track field recorder, which
FR-2
records at amaximum 24-bit/192 kHz and
to Broadcast WAV Files that can be downloaded via USB to acomputer for post-production. Additionally, it records to PCMCIA
1.8-inch and Type II Compact Flash cards.
Features include a10 second pre-record buffer, limiter, and battery power and phantompowered balanced mic inputs. The company touts the FR-2's "file-per-take" system with
scene and audio-take naming, which was developed on the Fostex PD-6and DV40.
The optional timecode card has areader/generator that includes 23.976 and external
word/video references. The FR-2retails for $ 1,499.
Fostex also offers the PD-6 portable location recorder, which features 24-bit/96 kHz
audio quality and six independent audio tracks. Features include the BWF recording file
format (interleave 1file mode) in two-, four-, five- and six-track modes along with simultaneous two file recording modes of 1+5 and 2+4 tracks for guide track audio.
The Pre Record function enables the PD-6to buffer up to 10 seconds of audio, which the
company says equates to "no more missed takes:' Two auxiliary 12V outputs on Hirose
four-pin connectors provide power for radio mic receivers for self-contained operation on
location.
Other highlights include monitoring through headphones and/or the PD-6's speaker and
amplifier. All track combinations can be monitored post-disc either individually, in summed
mono or stereo modes. MS monitoring is standard. Aux return and stereo bus live monitoring is provided plus individual channel PFL.
Additionally, asix-channel mixer, "easy access" monitoring; slate microphone and tone
generator; and connectivity are featured.
The company's Web site has FR-2and PD-6software upgrades available for download.
For more information, including pricing, contact Fostex America in California at
(310) 329-2960 or visit www.fostex.com.

Tascam says its CD-601mkII broadcast CD player is aredesigned version of apopular radio player, and features remote control and monitoring and playback options. A
radio talent can select between online play (on the air) and monitor play (pre-listen),
controlling whether CD playback reaches the on-air mixer or the monitoring device.
The optional RC-601mkII remote control allows frame-accurate search using the
jog wheel, direct location using numerical keys, index searches or flash starts. The
CD-601mM' can save 10 cue points per CD, controlled using the Flash Start function.
Features useful to
radio include pitch control, auto cue with five
threshold levels, Auto
Read and CD Text.
The deck provides a
sample rate converter for
48
kHz
playback;
S/PDIF and AES/EBU
digital outputs; and XLR
balanced
and
RCA
unbalanced outputs. Also
featured is a Fail Safe
function to avoid unintentional operation during On-Line playback.
The company also
offers CD-01U and CD01U Pro CD players,
CD-60 1mk11
which fit into 1RU and
are available in two versions: an unbalanced model and aprofessional model with balanced analog and digital
outputs.
For more information, contact Tascam in California at (323) 726-0303 or visit
www.tascam.com.

411MMIit

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

MicroSound Is
Henry USB Interface
Henry Engineering's USB MicroSound adaptor is aUSB interface for use with the
company's StudioDrive integrated PC studio system. It connects the StudioDrive mixer
to aPC or laptop computer via USB interface, which Henry Engineering says eliminates the need for asoundcard.
The MicroSound adaptor supports recording and playback with most software at
sample rates up
to 48 kHz. The
+4 dBu analog
input and output
capabilities of
the StudioDrive
are preserved, as
are the system's
operating functions. The company says no
• II-,
modifications to
.•-•-er‘r ""'"'"
eyt
the StudioDrive
are required.
MicroSound
plugs into the
40- pin header
on the rear of
the StudioDrive
mixer.
The
The USB MicroSound board is shown installed
cable from the
on the StudioDrive mixer unit. The adaptor plugs
I/O interface
into the 40-pin header on the rear of the mixer.
unit then plugs
g

A.«
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HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision

Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy — all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

3-Year Warranty

142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: ( 310) 322-2136 • Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
.
P11%0
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into the USB
adaptor. Digital
recording and playback to the PC are via the USB interface. The StudioDrive's analog Record outputs remain active for recording on analog devices. The PC plays
back via the dedicated PC Input channel on the StudioDrive; the analog PC Input
jacks on the I/0 interface are disabled.
Connection to the PC may be with the standard USB cable, which is included,
or by way of the 4- pin header — on the opposite side of the MicroSound
adaptor that connects to the internal USB motherboard connector provided on
newer PCs.
The company says the heart of the MicroSound adaptor is Burr- Brown's Delta
Sigma Oversampled ADC/DAC, and that its audio performance is enhanced by Henry
Engineering's L/C analog filtering.
The MicroSound adaptor is available and retails for $ 165.
For more information, contact Henry Engineering in California at (626) 355-3656
or visit www.henryeng.com.
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Zaxcom Deva

111.ES

Offers
HHB CDP-88 Has

Multi-Format

Analog, Digital I/O

Recording

Sennheiser Llectrontc. Corp., U.S.
distributor for HHB Communications,
had debuted the HHB CDP-88 1RU
rackmounting CD player. It provides
24- bit Delta Sigma D/A converters,
analog and digital connectivity and the
ability to sync to Word Clock at any
frequency from 32 to 96 kHz.

The Deva IV hard-disk recorder from
Zaxcom features multi-disk multi-format
recording, sample rate conversion and a
16-channel 96 kHz digital audio mixer.
Multi sample- rate disk recording
allows the user to deliver two disks with
different sample rates to post. For example, 48000 and 48048 sample rates can be
recorded at the same time.
The Deva can be ordered with an
optional internal Flash card memory slot.
When loaded with 2GB of Flash memory, Deva records 11.5 track hours of

Radio World

audio without disks connected to the system. This memory is used if the internal
hard drive is not available, for example in
sub-zero temperatures.
The company touts the
color touch screen display.
New software features can be
added to the Deva, creating
additional buttons and controls on the touch screen.
Deva incorporates internal
sample rate conversion
allowing for simultaneous
copies of production audio to
be recorded at multiple sample rates. The
Deva also records and plays back at nonstandard sample rates for various audio
applications.
Highlights include eight recording
tracks; eight analog inputs and six analog
outputs; eight AES I/O; and internal

DVD drive. Analog inputs are XLR balanced +4 dB to —60 dB, and 48 V phantom power also is featured. Surround
recording is possible with the optional

Zaxcom Deva IV
SoundField Decoder.
The Deva IV's sister model, the Deva
V, offers many of the same features but
has 10 recording tracks.
For more information, including pricing, contact Zaxcom in New Jersey at
(973) 835-5000 or visit www.zaxcom.com.

-

HHB's CDP-88 CD player
Discs are tray- loaded instead of a
front-panel slot, a format the company
says can lead to disc scratching and
dust contamination. The CDP-88 is
compatible with 8and 12 cm discs, and
plays CD and MP3-CD from CD, CDR and CD-RW discs, with the facilities
to play unfinalized CD-R/RW discs and
indicate error rates via the front display.
Analog outputs encompass balanced
phono ( RCA) connectors, while digital
outputs include AES/EBU and optical/coaxial S/PDIF. RS- 232 and parallel remote connections are provided;
the infrared remote control supplied as
standard can be converted into a wired
remote using a supplied cable for single- player control in multiple- player
systems.
The CDP-88 includes a RAM buffer
for instant start, a playback shock
buffer for uninterrupted operation if
the player is bumped and adigital output attenuator that makes it suitable for
use as afallback program source.
Additional features include a fader
start interface, track intro and outro
display modes, frame- accurate cueing
with jog sound, +/- 12.5 percent
varispeed and displays for elapsed
time, track time remaining and disc
time remaining.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Sennheiser Corp. in
Connecticut at (860) 434-9190 or visit
www.sennheiserusa.com.

Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consoles and
routers for Radio and

BC 2000

D Digital Console

Cost effective and flexible design.
- Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

L

Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

BC2000 D Router

for a single studio or multi- studio installations.
_ Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

The same router used by the BC 2000D

MADI multi- channel links.

Coming Up in
Buyer's Guide
Oct. 26
Automation and Digital Storage
Nov. 23
Signal Monitoring.
Control and Test

Console works as a stand-alone router,

_ Incorporating motorized faders with position memories

with thousands of inputs and outputs,

enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channels

summing and processing, with a

per fader and with instant access.

scalable and modular architecture.

For more information and user references please visit us at www.aeqbroadcast.com

AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment
Remote

Dec. 21
Antennas, STL and
Transmission Support
Jan. 18
Logging, Profanity Delay and
Time Management

_ Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and

_ Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles,

telephone hybrids.

AD Converters, monitors and digital

Advanced multi-channel

commentary system for large sport events.

talk show system.

AEQ USA
Phone: + 1 (954) - 581 7999
e- Mad: sales@aeqbroadcast.com

_ Hand held digital audio recorders.

Fax: + 1 (954) - 581 7733
url . www.aeqbroadcast.com
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International Sales
Phone +34 916 861 300 idx + 34 916 864 492
aeqsalesAaeq.es ' www.aeq.es
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Sound Devices 7-Series

Denon CD Players

Recorders Write, Play Files

Have Cart, Tray Versions
Denon's DN-951FA and DN-961FA broadcast CD players
are identical in most respects, except for the tray loading system.
The DN-951FA is the CD Cart version, suitable for use in a
DJ booth or control room, where CDs are subject to rough handling. Housed in the Cart, the
CD media is protected from inadvertent mishandling, particularly surface scratches.
The DN-961FA is the tray-loading version, which features quick load and unload and is
more suitable for environments where CD media is not treated roughly.
A pulse encoder-type rotary selector is used for track search operation. The tracks also can
be selected in units of 10 by pressing the selector while turning it
When die End Moony' buLLuli is picsscd in stuidby if e, die end uf die usk is scaictied
for and the track's ending can be monitored. After monitoring, the standby mode is set and
the pickup is set at the play start position. The End Monitor start position can be user-set
within arange of 5to 35 seconds from the end of the track.
The units feature aD-sub 25-pin connector, for connection to the optional Denon RC-680
wired remote control; and aD-sub 9-pin connector for conforming to the RS-422A serial
remote control protocol.
Up to 28 configuration selections can be stored in memory to customize the operation of
the player according to the installed requirements. Preset choices are stored in non-volatile
memory.
The DN-951FA and 961FA retail for $ 1,600.
For more information, contact D&M Professional in Illinois at (630)741-0330.

Otan iHas DR- 100 Digital Recorder
Otanihas introduced the DR- 100 48-track digital audio recorder with V2.0 software. The
DR- 100 features MADI digital audio interfacing with 48-track direct remote access via
100Basen Ethernet and TCP/IP protocol using any remote controller.
The DR- 100 supports BWF import/export function and audio data exchange with DAW,
and can share audio to/from other PC/Mac computers via network or DVD-RAM discs. The
DR- 100 processor runs on aLinux-based OS.
Otanithis year also announced further development in IEEE 1394-based mLAN professional audio products.
Contact the company in California at (818) 734-1785 or visit www.otari.com.
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The two-track 722 and four-track 744T audio recorders from Sound Devices write and
play audio files with either 16 or 24-bit depth at professional sample rates up to 192 kHz.
The 7-Series recorders use two channels of the company's analog microphone preamps,
which the it says are intended for high-bandwidth and high-bit-rate digital recording.
The 7-Series recorders write to WAV files, plus BWF files in the 744T. Audio data files
are recorded to the internal hard drive or to user-supplied Compact Hash. For maximum
redundancy, both mediums can be activated, providing aRAID- 1level of redundancy to
recorded program. Audio files can be transferred via FireWne to aWindows PC or Mac OS
computer for post-production or archiving.
The 722 and 7441
user interface offers a
sunlight- viewable
LCD display and LED
peak indication per
channel. The company
says the 722 and 7441
recorders excel when
used in conjunction
Sound Devices 722
with Sound Devices
302 and 442 audio mixers because using the external mixer extends the flexibility of the
recorder and gives more audio I/O and control.
Features of the 722 and 7441 include 48 V phantom power and analog peak limiters on
channels 1and 2; adjustable high-pass filters on inputs and first pole in analog; two-channel,
balanced mic/line level outputs of Bus 1on TA3 connectors; and 2.5-inch and 1.8-inch HD
compatible internal drive mount.
The 722 retails for $2,650 and the 7441 retails for $4,250.
For more information, contact Sound Devices in Wisconsin at (608) 524-0625 or visit
www.sounddevices.com.

Sonosax Stelladat Offers
Four Mic/Line Inputs
The Stelladat Hfrom Swiss manufacturer Sonosax is atwo- and four-track DAT portable
tape recorder that features four mic/line inputs with mic preamps, input gain control, limiters and low-pass filters. Additionally, it has pan pots and output level controls. The four
inputs can be routed to two or four tracks,
with or without pan pot, depending on the
applications.
Stelladat H also has afour-channel input
mixer, tone generator and slate mic. It
records and plays at 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz,
and on option at 96 kHz.
The left side panel has the four mic/line
inputs and the analog four line outputs, as
well as the monitoring section with MS
controls and headphone connector. The
right side panel has two digital AES/EBU
XLR in- and outputs, and optical in and out
connectors for S/PDIF digital signals. This
Stelladat II DAT
panel also contains XLR and Lemo Time
Portable Tape Recorder
Code in and out connectors.
Stelladat II features an LCD screen for
displaying information. The company says signal levels can be controlled to ahigh degree
of precision due to the high-resolution image, and the LCD display is visible in high ambient light because of its transflective nature.
The Tape/Direct, User Prog and Display keys are located to the right of the main level
potentiometers, grouping all controls. The Tape Transport buttons are positive detent
switches with amolded rubber cover.
On the top panel, the tape transport is located on the right of the four-input mixer. The
menu selection is handled with ajoystick. For studio use, the tape transport keys are replicated on the top of the recorder or can be assigned functions.
For more information, including pricing, contact Dan Dugan Sound Design in San
Francisco at (415) 821-9776 or visit www.sonosax.com.

Sony MD Player Features LP Modes
Published six times ayear, this " deep tech" version of Radio World is pure
technology, with articles written by engineers for engineers—edited by an

in the industry. White papers, in-depth engineering session
coverage, technical op-ed and analysis articles—if it's important to radio
engineers, you'll find it in Radio World Engineering Extra.
engineer active

Sign up now for your
subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.conVeng-extra
Even if you are a Radio World subscriber, you must sign up to receive RW-EE.

Sony makes the MDS-JE480 MD player/recorder; it has ATRAC DSP Type
S/MDLP/MP3, Hybrid Pulse DAC 24-bit and MD Long Play ( MDLP) modes that
enable recording up to four
times normal capacity. Time
Machine Recording also is
included, with a six- second
buffer memory that captures
music up to six seconds before
MDS-JE480 MD Player/Recorder
the record button is pressed.
The Jog Dial Control for eases track selection, and Text Entry and Digital Record
level control facilitates recording and playback.
For more information, including pricing, contact Sony at (877) 865-7669 or visit
www.sonystyle.com.

The world's best-sounding POTS codec.

At Telos, we're obsessed with quality audio. We were the first to marry DSP with
broadcast phone hybrids to achieve clean, clear caller audio. We invented Zephyr,
Earth's most popular way to send CD-quality audio over ISDN. And now our DSP
experts have built the best-sounding POTS codec ever — Zephyr Xport.
Instead of proprietary algorithms, we chose MPEG-standard aacP!us®, the same
coding used by XM Satellite Radio, Digital Radio Mondiale, Minnesota Public Radio,
Apple Computer and many others to deliver superior audio at low bit rates. (
An
optional ISDN interface lets Xport connect to Zephyr Xstream with Low- Delay MPEG
AAC, or with nearly all third- party ISDN codecs using G.722.)
There's no need for a studio-side POTS line. Your studio's Zephyr Xstream
receives Xport's POTS calls via its existing ISDN line, eliminating the cost of a
second POTS codec and delivering smooth, clear digital audio to your lis -.eners.
And Xport makes unexpected modem re-training extinct thanks to custom DSP
algorithms that extract stable performance from even marginal phone lines. Xport
gives you surprisingly clean 15 kHz remote audio at bit rates as low as 19 kbps.
No wonder clients tell us Zephyr Xport is the world's best- sounding POTS codec.
But don't take their word for it — hear it for yourself.
Zephyr Xport: It's all about the audio.

Two- input mixer with sweetening by
Omnia, switchable Phantom power,
and send / receive headphone mix
make life on the road easy.

Ethernet port isn't just for remote
control: feed PCM audio right into
the codec from any Windowsrm
laptop. Great for newsies on the go.

Xport's

aacPlus and

Low- Delay

M PEG AAC deliver superb fidelity.

Xport lets you easily send and
receive audio using a cell phone

G 722 coding enables connections
with 3rd- party codecs, too.

headset jack. Gives a whole new
ineaning to the phrase " phoning it in."

AUDIO INETWORKS
telos-systems.com

lelos, the Telos logo, Zephyr and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. aacPlus is atrademark of Coding Technologies, Inc.. Wincows is atrademark of Microsoft Corp
All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. © 2005, TLS Corporation.
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This time we opted for Harris'
VistaMax system, aconsole with alarge
footprint. Again, we looked to Balsys to
put together acustom layout. The company's proposed designs utilized the familiar
look of our Studio A's turret and finishes,
including two existing production studios
from their earlier involvement in the broadand not only adapted shapes and sizes to
cast industry, we decided to give them a and one new, much smaller, On- Air
the room's idiosyncrasies and equipment
Studio B. Each room had challenges, as
shot.
they are inordinately small for the intend- size, but added some radical curves as
Balsys measured the room and came back
well to provide the accessibility clearin a few days
ances and ergonomic layout required for
with
what
the intended operations.
looked on paper
We again achieved functional rooms
to be astunning
exceeding our original concepts and
design. With a
expectations, and again the jocks feel
couple of tweaks
like they are working in a top- market
here and there,
station.
we gave them
Ishould add that Balsys advertises
the go-ahead.
with the "This Is Not Your Average Wood
When completShop" slogan. In our experience, this is an
ed, Studio A
accurate statement. Their innate knowlturned out to be
edge of the specific challenges of building
abeautiful and
for abroadcast application, years of expefunctional room
rience prior to forming the present comfar exceeding
pany and application of the latest in techour original connology and automated machinery yield a
cepts and expecfinal product and customer satisfaction
tations. No facOn-Air Studio B
that pleasantly exceeded our expectations
tory look; just a
— twice.
ed use and there are HVAC ducts and supcustom, unique and one-of-a-kind set of furport beams protruding from the walls into
For more information, including pricniture that made our jocks feel like they were
the operational areas. Off-the-shelf furniing, contact Balsys Wood Arts in Florida
working in the top station in New York.
ture designs just will not work in rooms
at (407) 654-7611 or visit www.balsys.
This year we were fortunate enough to
such as these.
com.
be able to upgrade more of the plant,

WPOZ Chooses Balsys in Orlando
by Randy Woods
Director of Engineering
WPOZ(FMMWEAZ(FM)
ORLANDO WPOZ(FM), owned and
operated by Central Florida Educational
Foundation Inc., is the top-ranked Christian
radio station in the Orlando area; the studios
also are used to originate programming for
WEAZ(FM) and three translator stations
covering Central Florida. This is not your
average radio station; at least that's our
mantra reflecting our goal, namely to be
noticeably different as well as the best.
Three years ago we decided to upgrade
our On-Air Studio A to afully digital system. We ordered Harris' BMX Digital console, and envisioned an operational environment for it that was equally high-end.
Balsys Wood Arts had recently started providing custom broadcast furniture, and as
we knew the principals of the company
The User Reports on pages 38 and 40
were intended for the previous issue of
Buyer's Guide on Studio Design &
Furnishings.
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Marantz
CD Recorders
Have 'Minute' Mode
Features of the CDR300 CD recorder
from Marantz include a "minute track
mode" recording feature, which marks
each minute of spoken word as atrack so
that during playback the listener can navigate to a minute- specific track in the

e

recording via track markers, instead of
fast-forwarding and rewinding.
The unit is CD-R/RW compatible and
includes a mic preamp, 48 V phantom
power, limiter and adjustable digital and
analog record level.
An optional RPS300 battery system
enables users to record up to four hours
in the field or have battery backup capability in case of power loss to save
recordings.
Highlights include RCA input/output,
S/PDIF and the ability to record live
directly to blank CDs.
The company's CDR420 CD recorder

makes an initial recording to its 20 GB
hard drive. Users can edit out silences,
put track numbers where they are needed

CDR300

and record long events in MP3 format.
Once recording is finished, users can
burn adisc as aCD-ROM data disc with
acombination of WAV and MP3 files.
Audio features include balanced XLR
mic inputs with 48 V phantom power,
internal mic, analog line I/O and S/PDIF,
USB 2.0 and various filters and level control options for signal conditioning. An
internal speaker and headphone jacks offer
multiple monitoring options. The CDR420
also includes "minute track mode."
For more information, contact D&M
Professional in Illinois at (630) 741-0330
or visit www.d-mpro.com.

SIX MI LL I
(
AilL
THUNDERSTORMS HIT

Alligne aren

PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT ‘f0,1 OFF THE AIR!
The STATI -CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itselF in the held For over 20 years.

CZirrne.
Write or call For aFree brochure and deign
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax 505-326-2337 • www.cortanacorporation.com

.„and so are the potential buy
for your products and services,
Radio World's Product & Services Showcase
pages are agreat place to promote your busines
To advertise contact:
Eastern United State s:
John Casey 330-342-8361
jrIcasey@compuserye.corn

Western United States:
Dale Tucker 916-721-3410
rialetuclier@surewestnet

Products & Services

WC/r
\SE

Do Urtf-frnilFct 11w Fkmotes

EAS

Equipment is in stock for

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 740-i93-3150

2s - W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

rne'

ffr

r-) rtfroftr -

immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00

f,

RrnerfrPerf free -'Pro"

D TFe

DR-10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone
ai dio input andl output for remote. broadcasting.

D If you •automation

works witi satellite retworkE,, you
can use the DR- 10's relay oucputsto lire zOMME rcials,
liners etc. Sae $Swith no staff needed at the etudi3

D Use the DPDT relays to

insert the phone audio difecty

• 5mu-way RS-232 inputsioutputs for computer, remote signboard 8i character generator

into the program pethiwhen necessary, especia le foe
emergencies or to bypass your aatomation sysrem.

D When

used with our Silencer Option. the DR- 110 sthe

ONLY product available that completely removes CTME
control tones from the audic path for clo 3n remates.

•6audio inputs tm standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board

•2year warranty

•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external primer

• 2minutes of digital audio storage
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

•4line 40 character LCD display with LEI) backlighting
•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels

Get the OR- 10 &
saving moneu now!

•Will handshake with automation eqtrpmen

• liNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
or second transmitter
iimg@gorman-redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich_com

• Also ainilable: weather radios, antennas fie Itember radios, crrsial controlled synthesized 1-11

www.circuitwerkes.corn

tuned radios, remote signboards, caMes for interconnection, character generators.

ircultWerkes. Inc. -

AM Antenna Solutions

Effi cient

LBA Technology, nc. is your
proven supplier of innovatve,
digital- ready AM antenna systems.
Our products include tuning uniits,
phasing systems, multiplexers, AM/
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level.
We help hundreds of brpadcas:ers
in the USA and worldwide tc

RADIO WORLD'S
RF Components

LBA Tunipolei
Folded Unipole Systems

Products and Sell ireS S wwc.asc
provides aperfect medium Ikir
marketing your products and sein iceç.

Reach further sound better!

For more ilformation. oonta.21
John at: $ 30-342-N361 ( Ustern
or Dale at 916-721-34101Ni ester t.
to request

Diplexer, Tnplexer and
Phascr Systems

mcdia

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27E34
800-52-4464 / 252-757-0279 7 Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

New! StudioDrive-USB!

IBA

Since

1963

Mime

Use StJcioDrive's new USB MicroSound option for a quick and easy connection
to your PC or laptop. You'll get St. perb digital audio.. and no soundcard is needed.
Just load your editing or automat on software, plug in the USB cable, and gol
Studieeride with USB is perfect for
•

Newsroom

StudioDrive

• Production suite

P.C. STUDIO SYSTEM

ON

• Emergency studio

a Desktop

automation

• Self-contained •-emotes
Now in stock at ail
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WGUC Returns to WSDG for Expansion
Cincinnati Public Radio Addresses ADA Needs
With Help of Walters-Storyk Design Group
by Don Danko
VP of Engineering and
Operations
WGUC(FM)
CINCINNATI In 1980, WGUC(FM),
Cincinnati's Classical Public Radio, celebrated its 20th anniversary with amove
from its original home on the University
of Cincinnati campus to a 30,000-sq.-ft.
building it shares with PBS sister station
WCET(TV). To design the 15,000-sq.-ft.
radio broadcast complex, station management retained N.Y.-based WaltersStoryk Design Group, an architectural/
acoustical design firm with extensive
broadcast facility credentials.
Flash forward 22 years. At the time,
the station had four busy broadcast and
operations studios: On-air, two production suites and an interview studio. In
addition WGUC has a 2,000-sq.-ft. live
performance studio with a 1500-sq.-ft.
dedicated mixing studio that is used as a
commercial studio for hire to supplement
the station's income. With all these facilities constantly in use, astudio expansion
was necessary.
With funding in place, we decided
that architect John Storyk's initial
acoustical and physical design had
served WGUC so well that he should
design our expansion.
We realized the new studio presented
a perfect opportunity to create a completely wheelchair-accessible environment. Having an ADA-ready studio
made tremendous sense to us. My phiUSER

losophy has always been to do things
right the first time. For this reason a
qualified professional was a must for

wheelchair ramp.
Eliminating extraneous noise and
maximizing available space are primary
concerns for broadcast environments.
Because our earlier WSDG-designed
studios hadn't required sound locks, we

The author in the new. ADA-ready studio.
this project.
A primary consideration was the
location of the new room. The studio
had to be located close to the heart of
the broadcast facility and had to be big
enough to accommodate the soundproof
wall design. After careful consideration
and preliminary discussions with John
Storyk it was decided to convert an
existing, centrally located two-person
office into a 450-sq.-ft., fully floated
studio. The entrance would be at the
end of ahallway, which was ideal for a

were confident that John's recommendation of a 50 STC-rated acoustical
wood door would meet our needs. A
sound lock would also have been
unwieldy for an ADA-compliant studio.
Another of our requirements for the
studio was the inclusion of a large 4foot-by-three-foot window to provide
a site line for our frequent studio
tours. Visitors range from groups of
schoolchildren to wealthy potential
donors, and John's recommendation
met both our high visibility and STC

REPORT

Full Sail School Outfits Expansion
Students Prepped by Simulating 'Real- World'
Ergonomics With Middle Atlantic Edit Center
by Darren Millar
Director of Industry Relations
Full Sail School of Film, Art,
Design, Music & Media
Production

be completed. But to turn out 22 highend workstations, in addition to our other
new edit suites, would have been a
tremendous strain on our in-house capabilities.

ORLANDO In 2002, the Full Sail
School was growing at a rapid pace.
Students were coming from all over the
nation to gain valuable hands-on experience with some of the newest studio technology. To facilitate this influx of students, it became necessary for us to
consider a large expansion — 22 new
Avid audio/video editing suites — so the
more than 3,000 students who attend our
classes would have achance to work in
these suites on an intimate level.
In past instances, our own ergonomic
design and construction department have
designed and built workstation furniture
to facilitate new technology platforms as
they were integrated. However, when we
began to consider the size and scope of
this installation, we began to realize that
pursuing custom furniture for this installation might not be the most economical
approach.
Typically, custom furniture production
can take anywhere from two to three
months for the design and construction to

Plotting course
So Iand Stella Posada, head of Full
Sail's ergonomic design and construction
department, set about researching anumber of high-quality lines of studio furniture. We also made sure to give careful
consideration to each company's track
record with regard to reliability as well as
adequate industry experience.
We turned to Middle Atlantic
Products. Its Edit Center line of modular
studio furniture had adesign that satisfied
our ergonomic needs and did so in amanner that would allow us to outfit the
expansion quickly and effectively.
The Edit Center line has a unique
modular nature that we did not find in
other products. Each desk has aspacious,
curved work surface that maximized the
work area for students, and an overbridge
that can hold the required number of
monitors at each station: two 19- inch
video source monitors and a 13-inch output monitor.
The work that each student has

requires him or her to work behind amixing panel that simulates what he or she
will encounter in the real world. The Edit

September 28, 2005

requirements.
HVAC was an equally critical issue.
Because the entire building uses a
forced air system, John used a system
similar to the one designed by his
HVAC expert Marcy Ramos in 1980.
Furniture was provided by Harris
Broadcasting's Pacific Radio &
Engineering, which customized the
desk and cabinetry to meet the room's
somewhat eccentric configurations.
Because this studio would serve as a
backup on-air studio, Itried to keep the
studio gear as simple as possible.
Rather than loading racks with unnecessary potentially confusing and maintenance-intensive outboard units, we stay
with the basics, an ENCO digital
automation system, Internet connectivity, mics, headphones and a flat screen
monitor ... and yes, aLCD small screen
TV. Even aradio station needs aTV to
monitor the news these days.
Our new room quickly became a
focus for a mushrooming production
agenda. On March 11, WGUC purchased WVXU Radio and its affiliated
seven- station X- Star Network from
Xavier University. Our station
President/GM Richard N. Eiswerth
explained, "Obtaining a second frequency to better serve both our classical
music and news audiences has been a
core part of WGUC's ongoing Strategic
Plan."
The transition for WGUC's dedication as a full-time classical music station and WVXU's primary focus on
news and information has been accomplished, and our WSDG design is critical in accomplishing our expansion
mission.
For information contact WaltersStoryk Design Group in New York state
at ( 845) 691-9300 or www.wsdg.
corn. e
environment with so much equipment
running simultaneously.
In addition to housing everyday equipment, the furniture gives the students a
chance to learn about ergonomics and
physical health issues. A majority of our
students go on to work in jobs that
require long hours behind desks of this

The Edit Center line features acurved work surface and an overbridge that
can hold the required number of monitors at each station.
Center desks were nice because in addition to enough space for three monitors at
each station, the desks also featured pivoting side bay racks on either side of the
workstation.
We were able to install the composer's
related outboard equipment in these
racks, in a manner that provided sound
isolation capabilities essential to astudio

type. What we are able to show them
with this advanced-design equipment is
the proper way to setup up equipment, as
well as aworkspace, and efficiently maximize this space.
For more information, including pricing, contact Middle Atlantic Products in
New Jersey at ( 973) 839-1011 or visit
www.middleatlantic.com. •

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

nAccusticsFirsr
Mr'

7888-765-2900

,
Full product line for sound
!control 8. noise elimination.
!www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
¡CABLES
WANT TO SELL

Reliable, 01-time Installation
Qual.ty Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Gates FM 20H3 20 kw FM
Transmittei with BE FX-30 exciter
and manuals. 931 mhz $5000. Call
David Hool 317-684-8128
Hughley & Phillips - Flashguard
2000 420 ft s:robe system. Installed
1999 - en ground. Make offer.
Robert Mcrlailey - 417-883-9180

DANGER

NO ENTRY FOR ANY PURPOSE

A

IF TINNED PERSONNEL ONLT
ODHIGH
NOTRF
TOUGH
VOLTAGES
TOWER
DU; FCC ASR HERE

FCC Tower Signs for Ali and FM towers
Guy Wir• Protectors - Antenna Tags
Aeteona ID Products
'0 • 458 • 8418
www.antennalD.corn
antesnalD@ aol.com

325 ft Tower. Good condition, You
take dowl.
Includes Beacons,
Guys, etc $ 15,000 or make offer.
Call C Haynes, 601-573-2445
Set of radornes for an ERI 6 bay
SHPX-6AC antenna in nearly new
shape ter sale.
Includes all
stainless bolts minus 3or 4. 402932-3443. wbOcmc@arrl.net

Radio World.
Equipment Exchange
WANT TO BUY

ie

3
and 1 5/r' Coaxial relays,
Continental Communications 314664-4497.contcomm@sbcglotel.net
Looking for aling Western Electric
Transmitter, complete. Call 804276-3983
AUDIO PROCESSING

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. The software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.
Digilink Ill & Digilink Trackstar - 2
separate systems, DL Ill with
Pentium Motherboard and aDL Ill or
8 track trackstar production - Full
DL3 software on both machines.
Can be used as aDL3 &TS8 cartwall,
spare pwr supplies & switchers,
Exterior/inp. Switcher. $3000 obo.
Mickel Pruden 252-587-3451
Broadcast Electronics-Audiovault
Express 8.40 $3000. Jerry Evans
775-884-8000.
WANT TO BUY
APEX 100 - Record/Play.
Will
consider play only for spare For
use in AXS Automation.
Ralph
Clenney - 731-847-3011
CART MACHINES
WANT TO SELL
Cart machine BE series 5300C
Triple Deck $ 100. Jeff Andrulonis
803-233-4246

FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL

line
Jeff

WANT TO BUY
15/8" motorized 4- port RF coaxial
switch. Preferred motor voltage
120vac. Preferred control voltage
12-24vdc. G. Curtis 818-779-8444
or gcurtis@ktlw.net

V

Streaming Software!

-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL

r

HADDEN & ASSOC .
I
1
• Central FL AM
Fulltirne...5295

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

• MS Class A FM
Upgraded...51.SM

w Create stunning " real-world - coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 31)".

• TX FM Class A
Religious...5800K
• TX 2 Class C FM
Group... 54.0M

w Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommand

407.699.6069
Haddenws@ael.ecen
Web: Haddenonline.rem

SYou Know We Know Radio'

S

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO BUY
GATES Executive, Dualux II, or
Dualux 80 Stereo Console in
decent working condition. Steve
Kelly ( 601) 982-1062.
Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
FURNITURE
WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

LIMITERS/AUDIO

AUDIO

PROCESSING

PRODUCTION

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro

e

r"

MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Belar FMM-1 & FMS-1, FM
Monitor and FM Stereo Monitor
tuned to 93.1 Sold as aPair. $ 1500.
Call David Hood 317-684-8128
O.E.I. 671 & 771 Mod Monitors
tuned to 91.1 FM Good condition
from high school station. $400 for
both. John Wilsbach - 717-9489136
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS

Marti RR-30/150. RPU Receiver.
Frequency 1 is 161.67 Mhz and
Frequency 2 is 161.73 Mhz $400
Jeff Andrulonis 803-233-4246
REMOTE

• Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain-3D"'.
1,000 waft AM station in North
Central,
NY
state.
Harris
transmitter along with 12.2 acres
of property included. Has CP to
raise tower height and Main
Studio Waiver. Please visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale for more
information as well as information
on five satellators for sale in the
Midwest. Contact Mike Raley at
mraley@bbnradio.org or call
(704) 523-5555.
TX
Panhandle
100K,
FM,
$500,000, call 806-259-3511

Check out the web site!

&

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
(800)743-3684

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs
Are you afan of great " old time"
announcing and need to get rid of
some CDs or "airable" quality LPs or
45s? Low- budget, non-commercial,
public radio show in Philly area
needs a larger library of music.
Musical
styles:
instrumental,
vocalists, vocal groups, soft rock
and more. For more info, call Frank
the DJ at 215-338-0546. Or send
your CDs, LP & 45s to: 7202
Leonard St., Philadelphia, PA 19149.

Blueboxes
Zephyrs

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
Know We Know Radio"

-You

WANT TO SELL
Marti, STL -815, Two Transmitters,
Two Receivers. Good condition!
$1000 per Set or Make other. Call
C. Haynes - 601-573-2445
Moseley PCL - 505C Receiver,
tuned to 951.000mhz. $500. Call
David Hood 317-684-8128
Zercom Max-A remote gear 4
pot.. along with dial keypad.
Designed for sports play-by-play or
remote $ 1000. Jeff Andrulonis
803-233-4246

11111 Online
WANT TO BUY
Marti RPU equipment. Continental
Communications
314-664-4407.
contcomm@sbcglobal.net

I'm looking tor San Francisco
Bay area radio station recordings
from the 1920's- 1980's. For
example: Top 40 radio show
newscasts, live band remotes,
sports recordings, talk shows,
R7B, religious, etc. From stations
like: KSFO, KTAB, KFRC, KNBC,
KNKB, KOW, etc. I'll pay for
copies, 415 383 6216.

WANT TO SELL

TRANSCOM CORPORATION
Serving the Broadcast Industry since 1978

RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
If we don't have it, we will get it!

WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs. Bill
Cook, 719-687-6357.

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

MICROWAVE

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

SCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

eadE
araltirs
gjamigO

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

Stream your remotes over the
Internet!
Cheap,
reliable,
automatic with our software. Visit
www.blockweb.com/freemanlab/
autostream or call 512-461-8233

DOWCWIllOAUIS AND IfflIIIIIDOCBIS.
new & rebuilt loe Ekom, Harris, OEA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Menders°. St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Comrex
LX- R single
Frequency Extender - $ 150.
Andrulonis 803-233-4246

oft .

COMBINATION OF ABOVE

Beautiful Used Harris Studio
Furniture Package. Call for Details
702-304-9566

Urban 92'0O/Used, #805118-02481
Optimal -- , M- Digital, Call Gary at
440-466-9559 for price

S0 FTVVAR E

WANT TO SELL

COMPLETE

(INCLUDES ON-A112)

Orhan 9200/U Serial 80511802461. $3000. Call Gary at WKKYFM at 440-446-9559

MICROPHONES

2.5 KW
3.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW

1984
1992
1982
1995
2000
2001
1978

20
25
25
30
50

1991
1980
1982
1986
1982

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW

1983
1986
1985
1996
1982

10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

1986
2000
1985

ieetIFM koneifittee
Continental 814R-1
Harris HT 3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 60000
BE FM GOT
Henry 10,0000-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI-T- 25- FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Hams Combiner w/ auto exciter transmitter switcher
l/SOLL4Mlittofflittee
Harris MW1A Solid State
Harris SX1A Solid State
Continental 315R1
Harris Gates 5Solid State
Harris MW5A
Harris MW1CH3
Naute XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2

ezeer5
•New 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Toi nun iNers Analog and Digital
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF 1V Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)

TV SR

Used ni Transmitters
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TT11-30 - A. CH 50
Used Misc. Equipment
Bird Test Load, 25 KW Termaline, 50S
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Orban Optimal FM 8200 Digital Audio Processor
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase

Please visit our web site for cuffent llstlngx

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 * 215-938-7304
FAX: 215 -938 -7361
raamtv.com
. F-eMa**Fiele•PQ1
,
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

44iiiarrei EVANS

•FCC Ai wilt . itions and Field inginevring

s

s

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communicaiions
Engineers

Ors

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuntng

•AM-FM•CATV•ITFS-LPTV

Upgrade 8. Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•FMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

5644 None» Ave.

1-mail: infnatowlenecom

N., Shoreview,

C
MMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES INC
Glf MCYMMOCW.S1 , N1».FileL031.1.17/NIS

MN 56126

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TICHNIC AL CONSL ITAN TS

Field

.11

www.grahambrock.com

Doug Vernier

,
rehecom rnunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FNVTV/LPTWOTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Vr

304-258-7921

(800)

— nr

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

FASTER_

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases

•
• 1,

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Mullane
ngincering, Inc.
41embot AfC11

743-3684

thy wr.1, .41 WW.,
,t1

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg MD 20877
(301)921-0115

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A

Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

fax ( 301) 590-9757
mullaneya(mullengr.com

•
-mail: link@surcom.com

1 CD

NI

l.x. / ill 1.1111

Xii#64 emethitst ?t4eesitné44ii
For more information, including rates &
e00001
deadlines, fax Claudia Van Veen at
+1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

t aze

•
ke*

IR AL

INA

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment

Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are you

Are You a
Distributor?

_emo.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only.

Please print and include
all information:

web: www.surcom.com

r0.11

Orintan,1 LA

www.v-soft.com

Fax 304-258-7927

.412

ft

oftware for your PC

ELECTROACOUS11CS
OMIA measurements

awn

FROM STOCK

202-393-5133

rn tech rf.com

iMa IIIIR ASTICIOUTY

FAX (262) 242-6045

Member AFCCE

912-638-8028

Box 1130
Tel (856)985-0077
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

-Am Directional • EMS TV finh
anterna adjustment, & oltier
measurement & proof • Facility itso,
•HADHAZ creamPirchaseínsiltaltt
melts Reiabon
111Prises
HA/art ,•. ri , e, •
VI
.. -ikatiti Tenn

St. Thiensville, WI 53092. (
262) 242-6000.

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

trk:Antenna and

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting exix•riente

S. Main

httpl/www.evensassoc corn

Facilities Design

PO.

titiM, FM, Tv TOTV1 New !actin',
,rte relocation, FM ,ipqrarle, dpko

210

()pennant AM/IWEV/A11( Senkoi;

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahl

R. MORGAN BURROW. P.E.
tit ASSOCIATES. P.C.
ALLOCATION ORKIIES

TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directio , .. A,.(unnas • RF E •:

FUR !genic( From Allticatkin to

AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrades
▪ Broadcast transmission facility
design
-.0 FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering

www..m

Fax (061) 784-7541

651-784-7445

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN

ADVERTISE!

ADVERTISE HERE!

For more information,
call Claudia Van Veen

Space is available

at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

Call 703-998-7600

currently a subscriber to Radio World?

la Yes

CI No

Signature

Date

Radio World.

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

City/State
Zip Code

—

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005

WTS CI WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

óx

13x

26x

105

100

95

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

85

75

65

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

x

Model:
1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Price:

WTS J WTB -ICategory:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

$110

WTS J WTB J Category:

Make:
Brief Description:

Model: .

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,

Price:
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-671-7409

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com

BEE
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626
INTL + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

NEW TUBE

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS WTS ( Cont.)

Sceftencatz Boteadcae Pezadecte
Television & FM
Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326
CSI T-1-A 1000 watt AM
transmitter on-air. Good condition.
$2000 or make offer. . Call C
Haynes, 601 573-2445

BUT
FROM THE TALL
TO THE SMALL

,,ti.bexto
4 1'

619-239-8462
FCC

Transmitters
and Antennas

Certified

FM Stereo Transmitter

TUBES & COMPONENTS

Harris MW1A AM Transmitter.
Tuned to 1450. Located in SC.
$1000 or best offer.
Jeff
Andrulonis 803-233-4246

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 8.
seeken/peris, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at

402-4.9
•122iniares.cco
ir
.

STL Marti SIL 8/950 transmitter
and Marti R-200/950 receiver.
Frequency is 949.625 Mhz. $ 1200
for both. Jeff Andrulonis 803-2334246

D

night,

C Electronics

WWW

An International

Marti RPT —4011 RPU transmitter.
Frequency is 161.67 Mhz $400 Jeff
Andrulonis 803-233-4246
RCA type BTA 2R2 500 WT AM
Freq 535-1620 KC Transmitter.
Rebuilt. Works good. You must
pick up ( near Ada, OK). Make offer.
James Cunningham 580-265-4496

I.

Distributor of RF Components

PROMOT1 YOUR
BUSRIRSSI

Tubes
NEW 8i REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

e
;fi

RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
ff.••••«.

"
Your Compan:

=
•

•

Cam*a Pow. lalrele•

SVETLANA

e

ges.

AM phasors, phasor parts, Phase
Monitors, if witches. Continental
Communications 314-664-S4497,
contcomm@sbcglobal.net

call 703-998-7600

Western Electric 1KW transmitter,
complete. Please call 804-2763983

or e-mail:

Pro-Tek ®
tut

EEV

ROADCASTING

To advertise,

WANT TO BUY

IMIM

USA DISTRIBUTOR

eel:00e

ext. 154

FRojw oine sroce
To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside US. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609
3089

cvanveenteimaspub.com

BEST SERVICE

Fax

352-688-2374
352-683-9595

Wetake: vrvertasedoelectradessom

I.

Look no further.
• bOW CF cutput, continuous duty!
• Muto arotect with auto soft fail &
auto 'est)ui.
ite ¡automatic battery backup!
e Digital display of all parameters
ePerfect for i.1>FP11. Translators,

as well as stand-alone exciters
wiwbrintrisrelectronics.com

ramsey

800-446-2295

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STL's -

You're in the right place!
Call today for current rates
and deadlines.

RF PARTS -CO

703-998-7600, ext. 154

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

ee

Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

rke

S "You

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

Motorola • Toshiba

33rd Year'

'Se blabla

Know We Know Radio" S

.

Español

SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors ;

800_737_2787

We

Export

760-144-0

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED
ABS grad seeking entry-level,
broadcasting position. Willing to
relocate anywhere in the US.
Skilled in all music formats,
production news. And sports
writing. Jason 405-681-6480.

....and so are the potential
buyers for your products
and services.
Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat place to find things
for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!
To advertise. call 703-998-7600. ext. 154
or e-mail cvanveen@imaspub.com

American Broadcasting School
graduate seeking an opportunity to
help your station reach its goals.
Hard-working individual with great
work ethics. 11m 405-314-2653
Creative, personable, hard wortng
jock with creative mind and great
production skills in North Texas area.
Looking for part-time gig. Donald
Henry guitar811@aol.com, ( 972)
475-2482

Energetic, Team-player, Professional. A strong family oriented
person, great board-operations,
production and on-air qualities.
Email
Wade
Scott
at
scotty3405@aol.com or call
(214) 491-8977
Recent ABS grad willing to do
what it takes to breaks into the
world of radio broadcasting.
Trained in Cool Edit and DRS
software. James 405-793-9532
Television face with aradio voice,
looking for an opportunity in every
aspect of the broadcasting field.
Reliable and will to relocate. Wes405-317-1028

On-air talent with excellent board
work
and
a quintessential
personality.
ABS graduate and
Cool Edit master.
Willing to
relocate. Josh 405-596-3009
Recent ABS Graduate full of
humor, but still professional.
Looking for my first radio job in the
Oklahoma City market. Great work
ethic. Chris 405-732-0670
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified two-way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst. CE FIT, KT Contract,
AM/FM, Cable, TV. Contact: Mitchell
Rake, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
718-969-5224

To advertise,
call Claudia 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Radio World
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL
www.aeqbroadcast.com

35

AEQ, SA

33

Altronic Research

20

Arrakis Systems Inc.

14

ATI

5

Audemat-Aztec Inc

www.audemat-aztec.com

12

AudioScience, Inc.

www.audioscience.com

13

Axia - ATelos Company

22

Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc.

3

Broadcast Depot

15

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

17

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

www.altronic.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
wwwatiaudio.com

www.bdcast.com

Broadcast Warehouse

www.broadcastwarehouse.com

Burk Technology

39

Circuit Werkes

28

Cke/Hvca

7

Comrex Corporation

www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.rectifiers.com

1

Continental Electronics Corp.

38

Cortana

6

Dielectric Communications

16

Electronics Research, Inc.

34

ESE

39

Gorman Redlich Mfg

19

Harris Corporation

www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.cortanacorporation.com
www.dielectric.com
www.eriinc.com
www.ese-web.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.broadcast.hards.com

25

Heil Sound, Ltd.

www.heilsound.com

39

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

8

Inovonics Inc

39

LBA Technology, Inc.

18

Logitek

11

Moseley Associates

9

The "CD" letters on the bright yellow
Gonset Communicator II (
Reader's Forum,
May 13) stand for Civil Defense, not
CONELRAD. The yellow cabinets were
produced exclusively for the U.S. Civil
Defense program by the Gonset Company
in Burbank, Calif. Nevertheless, thanks for
posting the picture.

www.7bd.com

Broadcast Electronics
BSW

Communicator

www.belar.com

27
21

The Great

www.axiaaudio.com

29
4
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www.inovon.com
www.lbagroup.com
www.logitekaudio.com

Omnia - ATelos Company

www.moseleysb.com
www.omniaaudio.com

23

RCS

32

SCMS, Inc.

www.rcsworks.com

31

Scott Studios Corp./dMarc

10

Sine Systems

37

Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

48

Vorsis

2

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

47

Wheatstone Corporation

www.wheatstone.com

www.scmsinc.com
www.dmarc.net
www.sinesystems.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.vorsis.com

The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

John Ramsey
Chief Technical Officer
Marlin Broadcasting LLC
Hartford, Conn.

Thousands of Communicators were produced and were used in avariety of settings
including amateur, military and aviation.
Just afew years ago, the FAA Western
Region Office advised me that they had
retired their last Communicator as acontrol
tower radio. Not bad for tube-type transceivers produced circa 1955.
My father founded the Gonset Company.
He and his father had favored adiamondshaped logo for the company, and "Gonset"
fit better inside the diamond than our family
name of "Gonsett." And so it was, Gonset
in business and Gonsett in our personal
lives; and that complimented many years of
happy memories from producing state-ofthe-art equipment for its day.
Gonset manufactured many products, by
the way. Sears 1'V receiving antennas of the
1950s were Gonsets, and so was open-wire
transmission line used to connect some of
those antennas, like the "Radar Ray" and
"Rocket," to TV sets located in deeply
shadowed canyons — all fascinating and
magic technology before the advent of
cable 1'V and satellite.
Bob Gonsett, W6VR
Fal[brook, Calif

Shifting Platforms
Ithink the FCC has made several mistakes in the past that hurt MW broadcast.
Mistake No. I: When the FCC should
have said, "No new full-time MW broadcast stations," they instead said "No new
daytime-only stations." Now we have
severe interference because of that
incompetent decision.
Mistake No. 2: The FCC studied "AM"
stereo for several years before deciding
that the "Magnavox" system was superior
and therefore the system that must be
used. Then, wanting to impress President
Reagan (it is called brown-nosing), the
FCC decided to let the "marketplace"
decide. Letting the marketplace decide
means to letting those who have the most
money decide, regardless of whether it is
good or bad for the rest of us.
Motorola decided to dump money into
promoting their system in hopes of having their "platform- shifting" or CQAM
system adopted. Iwonder how much
Motorola lost on the deal. If Iwere a
Motorola stockholder Iwould not be happy. Iwish Motorola would push their

Symphony chipset (DSP) as hard as they
pushed the platform-shifting "AM" stereo
system.
Mistake No. 3: In 1989 the FCC decided to cripple "AM" or MW broadcasters
by no longer allowing them to have the
same audio frequency response as FM
stations still have. The FCC should have
restricted the new rule to nighttime and
critical hours only so at least we could
have good audio in the daytime.
Iwonder why the FCC is trying to
destroy "AM" broadcasting? Iwould like
to change the way things are done with
"AM" broadcast.
First, Iwould make the rule limiting
frequency response anighttime- and critical hours-only rule.
Second, Iwould make all MW stations
that were daytime-only or not on the air
by Jan. 1, 1975 go daytime- only, or
would use other frequencies. By other
frequencies Imean 25.600 MHz to
26.100 MHz for nighttime operations.
The nighttime-only operations would
be low-power, 1,000-watt stations with
antennas high up on towers so they could
reach the listeners' antennas like a VHF
FM station would. No new full-time stations would be licensed except to replace
stations that were on the air 30 years ago
and have for some reason other than
interference have gone dark.
Third, Iwould not allow digital MW
stations to interfere with analog on adjacent channels. If aMW station wants to
be digital then it should just be digital
and should not transmit on frequencies
that wipe out adjacent channels, such as
KFXR of Dallas interfering with WOAI
of San Antonio.
James Johnson
Arlington, Texas

How to Screw Up AM
Thank you, Marvin Walther. Icouldn't
agree more with him on the issue of 5
kHz AM audio ("Don't Kick AM Radio
When It's Down," June 22).
Here in Houston, both of the all-sports
AM outlets have reduced their audio
bandwidth. During aloud crowd portion
of the games, all you hear is noise. You
can't understand the announcers because
the S's, T's and other high-frequency letters of speech get filtered out and it
sounds like sibilance. Now try listening
to this on the road at speed.
Ifear the main reasoning for this is not
the protection of adjacent fellow broadcasters, but rather to sneak up the average
positive peak modulation past the allowed
125 percent. This gives them loudness
without the sideband interference.
AM radio is such agreat band. It's just
too bad the FCC has thrown the baby out
with the bathwater by allowing it to
become overcrowded. Roll back the rules
to the pre- expanded band era when
regionals were only permitted a maximum of 5 kW, and locals a nighttime
power of 250 watts (500 max).
The Class C AM frequencies are a
classic example of how to screw up AM
radio. Ever try to listen to aClass C at
night more than 10 miles from their tower? You can't; too much skywave from
co-channels. Class Cs need to get together and voluntarily reduce nighttime power
to at least 500 W max.
Robert Heiney
The Woodlands, Texas
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'A Fundamental

Then, there are the calls we've received
the digital crap can take out five channels
ourselves from everything we know about
at WYSL from listeners asking, "Why does
and be totally legal?
broadcasting and all the terms we use.
Truth'
your competitor ( the Rochester- metro
If this isn't straightened out either by a
Our focus should be on the experience
IBOC AM station) have that nasty hiss on
-fix" or by ceasing all digital transmissions,
the customer wants. When we understand
It's been fascinating to read the debate
its signal that appears every morning?"
AM is dead and not just alittle. If this goes
that, then we can design and implement the
about IBOC, particularly Ibiquity's proAnd, because we share the local baseball
on and all the AM stations wind up with
business models and technical systems necposed AM system, since Iwrote to RW to
broadcast schedule with an IBOC station,
this flawed system, no one will be able to
essary to serve this need.
sound awarning about its implementation
we always get complimentary calls from lishear anything more than amile or two from
The broadcast industry has ahistory of
last October (
Reader's Forum, Oct. 6). RW
teners who are relieved to be able to listen to
the transmitter site.
investigating technical enhancements withdeserves kudos for publishing both viewthe game at the ballpark without having to
Imagine operating on, say, 1470 when all
out due regard for what the customer desires
points on this hugely controversial issue.
put up with the frustrating encoding delay.
the locals on 1450 and 1490 are transmitand values. We are focused on the dynamics
Since my first letter, Ihave had the
How can radio, as an industry, simply
ting digital. If Iowned astation on 1470, I and history of our own industry, and are
opportunity to do some critical listening to
ignore how the Ibiquity system degrades
would be looking for abuyer right now,
fearful of radical change. Perhaps the broadstations in our local Rochester, N.Y. market
existing service like this? Can we be so
before Istart hearing digital hash on my stucast industry has failed to notice the speed
and others that are using the system. Last
naïve as to believe the listening public will
dio monitor.
with which other industries develop, launch,
year Iexpressed my concerns about adjaput up with it?
harvest and obsolete their products. What is
Maybe the commission should let the
cent-channel interference to other services.
And, in closing and in reaction to Mr.
AM band go the way of CB — no licenses,
the best investment of our time, talent and
And, given my recent experience, let me be
Hal Widsten's claim that AM IBOC has
afree-for-all. With all the noise, it won't be
capital? Should we continue to invest in tacthe first to say: Iwas wrong.
gained "approval of the FCC" (
Reader's
worth much anyway.
tical changes when we do not even know if
Actually, the problem is far worse than I Forum, March 2), it should be noted that the
Ron Schacht
the customer will benefit from them?
feared — but more on the technical issues
commission has not approved it for nightKensett, Iowa
The broadcast industry must act now. We
in amoment
time use at this writing. Given the body of
must determine the experience our customers
Our industry has to focus on afundafield experience, there appears to be avery
want and develop the means of providing il
What the
mental truth: Technology alone never drives
good reason.
If we fail to understand what our customers
listening habits. IBOC's cheerleaders who
Robert C. Savage
want, or if we fail to deliver it, then we can be
Customer Wants
declare that 34 kbps digital stereo will save
President/CEO
certain that somebody else will.
AM from extinction are living in afool's
WYSL(AM) News 1040
Andrew Dickens
paradise.
Avon, N.Y.
"If you've just developed a great prodAustin, Texas
Does anyone remember the debacle of
uct, your goal is to develop a better one
AM stereo? Bow about the 35 years it took
that will make the first one obsolete. If you
'It' Happens
Domestic
for FM to overcome AM as amusic vehidon't make it obsolete, someone else will."
cle? Or how it's taken 10 years of frenetic
Distribution
promotion and an FCC with all the finesse
Well, "it" has finally happened out here
These words by Don Tapscott from "The
of adrunken rhino to put over broadcast
in the prairies of the upper Midwest. The
Digital Economy" should be arallying cry
HDTV? AM broadcasters would be well
"it" to which Irefer is the disease known as
for broadcasters. When radio first appeared,
In arecent user report on the Audio TX
advised to first put their programming
AM IBOC.
early in this century, it offered aservice that
STL-IP codec by Edward Dulaney of
house in order.
KFAN in Minneapolis operates on 1130
people had never experienced before —
Crawford Broadcasting ("STL-IP Also
Here's the huge IBOC problem.
and has fired up IBOC digital. Ilive 120
and it quickly evolved to give listeners an
Suitable for Remotes," Aug. 3), one of the
Notwithstanding all the soothing data its
miles south of the cities and can no longer
experience they wanted.
"thumbs down" in his report is that there
promoters chant, in practice, AM stations
hear anything on 1110, 1120, 1140 and
Today, the service once provided only by
are no U.S. distributors.
operating with Ibiquity's AM IBOC system
1150. Well, nothing other than KFAN's digradio is being offered by and improved upon
Iunderstand that at the time the article
throw adeafening buzzsaw of noise aminiital hash.
by many sources. Satellite, podcasts, 3G cell
was written, ATA was not the exclusive
mum of 20 kHz either side of the assigned
As amatter of fact, heading toward Des
phones, broadband and wireless Internet are
U.S. distributor. However, you should be
carrier frequency, which makes amockery
Moines, which is about equidistant between
vying to provide services designed to proaware that since May 2005, ATA Audio is
of the RF mask Crawford Broadcasting's
Minneapolis and St. Louis, it is almost
vide anew, better or unique experience.
in fact the exclusive U.S. distributor of the
Cris Alexander has correctly cited as part of
impossible to listen to ICMOX another 50
The question that we broadcasters must
Audio TX STL-IP codec. We offer full serthe regulations at Section 73.44.
kW out of St. Louis on 1120 because of the
ask is, "How do we (make) obsolete our
vice and support for the unit.
If WYSL's analog signal threw noise like
noise from KFAN 250 miles away!
product?" The future success of local
Visit www.ataaudio.com or call (973)
this, the FOE would cite us. Are we proposIam not blaming KFAN and am certain
broadcasters lies in fundamentally rethink659-0555 for more information.
ing ade facto rule exception solely to benethat they are running entirely "by the book,"
ing the service we provide. We need to look
Alvin Sookoo
fit IBOC stations at the expense of others?
but Iam saying that this system really
to the market to see what people need and
President
WYSL provides avaluable service, daystinks. Why do the analog guys have to
want from us. We must think from the cusATA Audio
time and nighttime, with aunique all-news
adhere so strictly to the NRSC mask when
tomer's point of view. We need to liberate
Randolph, N.J.
and sports format. We utilize 500 watts and
a four- tower DA at night to serve the
Webcast Coverage
Rochester metro from acommunity 20
miles away — and do adamn good job of
it, if Imay say so. Skywave interference
I'd like to thank James Careless for his excellent article on Beethoven Radio ("Beethoven.com Hangs Tough," March 2). I'm glad that
from adjacent-channel stations operating at
Radio World has expanded its coverage of the webcast industry.
night with IBOC would effectively return
Designing and building the Beethoven facility for Marlin
WYSL to daytimer status.
Broadcasting back in 2000 was a unique experience.
When Mr. Alexander blithely dismisses
Beethoven Radio was my first Internet-only facility and it was
such facilities as WYSL's as "always (havstrange driving home the day we put the station on the air, and
ing) been at adisadvantage" and suggests
reaching for the car radio by habit to listen to the new station.
"now is the time to push past such disadvanOf course Icouldn't hear it since it was web-only. We
tages and embrace our digital future"
remedied the situation about ayear later when we started
(Reader's Forum, March 2), he's really
simulcasting the programming on our AM station, WTMI,
advocating that big groups such as his be
1290 IcHz in West Hartford, Conn.
given the okay to stearnroll smaller operaAnother interesting issue that webcasters face is that there
tors, destroying our ability to compete, prois no such thing as "drive time" when you have an internavide jobs and earn aliving.
tional audience spanning well over adozen time zones. For
One wanders how Mr. Alexander would
example, in the late morning Eastern Time we see the number
react to such aproposal directly affecting
of users increase well into the thousands as the west coast
his livelihood. Or how WOR's Tom Ray
comes online and the numbers of listeners remains high late
would feel about atechnical scheme that
into the evening.
From left, Nicole Godburn, program director for
would prevent his New York-licensed AM
John Ramsey
Beethoven.com, Holden Johnson, production director and
from selling ads in Connecticut, New
Chief Technical Officer
Scott Birmingham, on-air midday host. The big guy in the
Jersey, Pennsylvania or Upstate. After all,
Marlin Broadcasting
middle is the composer himself.
his is a "New York City station," not "entiHartford, Conn.
tled" to coverage elsewhere.
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doesn't address the changed values of its
'Myths' or
audience. Just more backward-looking facts
not worthy of discussion. Say, didn't Kaiser
Marketing Tools
once make acar?
Creative: More self-serving insider
I'm wondering if anyone else feels as I response. But there's Clear Channel mentioned again. Maybe these big companies
do about the self-serving promotional article
are doing something of value after all?
from the RAB ("Eight Major Myths About
Radio," June 22). It created the image of a Remember, you can't argue with success.
Bank deposits and investor confidence are
desperate bunch of old war-horses sitting
always agood sign you're moving in the
around the conference table telling stories of
right direction.
the good old days while trying to go forNot a Branding Medium: Who thought
ward by looking in afoggy rear-view mirup this one? And hey, these are big advertisror.
ers that are shying away from many radio
Personally Iwas offended. It dispelled no
markets these days and switching to alternamyths that might help refocus any radio stative delivery formats. It's the local advertistion, and the facts presented are useless to
ers that pay the bills. Another straw.
today's troubled radio industry, which is
Declining Listenership: These facts don't
being savaged by terrific alternative techstand up to many other studies. Advertisers
nologies and forward-looking entrepreneurwould be sticking with us if these were
ial drive.
responsible dollar-supported facts. Ah yes,
When talking to the 18-49 demographic,
you will find them willingly receptive to
another straw from the RAB boardroom.
today's mantra that "Perception is reality."
Commercial Length: Ok. This one
works. Yea!
Whether right or wrong, their perception of
Schedule Integrity: This does nothing to
reality is that technology is the force changhelp the industry. It only shows that afew
ing almost every aspect of our lives, espetechno-driven companies are using technolcially the media and communications they
ogy to their advantage. Where does this
so easily embrace. Traditional radio has not
help anyone in radio beyond this specific
willingly embraced these changes to surgroup?
vive, and the RAI3's "myths" do absolutely
Clarity of vision is mission-critical. If
nothing to help, providing valueless straws
while the foundering radio ship needs a you want to understand your market, your
competition, your technology, your adverlifeboat.
tisers, your support systems, your audience,
Can radio survive this onslaught of
advancing technology? Yes it can. But will
your leaders and your future, then stand
back, take agood look at your available
it ever be the same again? No, it won't. Can
resources and don't be openly re-active and
it recapture the 18-49 demographic that
defensive.
spends most of its disposable income on
Treat your audience to functionally
techno-gadgets? Only by considering techno-orientation, and willingly stepping out
usable information, assume they have intelligence, approach them accordingly and figon the risk platform.
ure out how to become pro-active with them
Let me briefly comment on each of the
in achanging industry.
"eight major myths about radio."
Bob Heckler
Clutter: Addressing this issue is only a
reaction to part of the overall problem. A
Broadcast Radio Services LLC
San Diego
beginning, yes, but not information that
helps long-term survival. Easily seen for
what it is. It's astraw.
Not Innovative: Nothing innovative here.
Can't fool the 18-49ers. Again, companies
'Strange Transition'
reacting to technology by jumping on board
afast-moving bandwagon. Does nothing to
Why is radio, with an assist from its
help the industry, but alot to help entreprefriends over at the FCC, so willing to fully
neurial radio conglomerates willing and
load agun barrel, take the safety off, aim at its
able to take risks. Infinity and Clear
foot and fire?
Channel both have shown they will embrace
Broadcasting is one of the few media out
technology to force change within their
there that insists on making wholesale
organizations. Subsequently, the radio
changes to its method of delivery whether or
industry will capitulate and follow out of
not the change is detrimental to its consumers.
necessity.
Youth Market: Useless information that
In the age of the compact disc, one can still
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But What About the Engineers?
Last month, Beasley Broadcasting Group announced winners of its Annual
Operating Awards, which recognize noteworthy achievements, operating success
and contributions. Awards were given for Market Manager, Sales Manager,
Program Director and Radio Station of the Year.
The company press release stated that the winners had helped to "consistently
exceed internal cash flow growth targets," "grow revenue faster," "expand market
share" and "transform ratings performance into double-digit local and national
sales increases."
These positions are vital to abroadcaster. But the omission of an award for
Engineer of the Year is conspicuous. Stations cannot exist without their infrastructure. Did no engineer at Beasley excel or contribute to the company's success?
A company official confirmed there is no such award at Beasley. Sadly, we find
that's not unusual.
Too many broadcasters continue to overlook engineers when it comes time for
doling out the money, praise or access to decision-making.
Not long ago we pointed out that radio companies rarely, if ever, issued
announcements about the achievements of engineering staff despite our industry's
foundation in technology. We encouraged groups to do so, and we've seen some
results. But such efforts remain the exception, not the norm. Broadcasters have a
good deal of room to improve in recognizing commitment to technical excellence
and acknowledging that engineering is among the pillars of aradio station.
On the other hand, Clear Channel, for the second year, recognized engineers
who have done outstanding work. They are: for Major Markets, Bob Stroupe,
Houston; Large Markets, Greg Savoldi, Columbus, Ohio; Medium Markets, Matt
Howell, Sarasota, Fla.; and Small Markets, Charlie Wooten, Panama City, Fla.
We'd love to report the names of radio engineers honored by other station
groups. Your station's GM, DOE or PR person need only drop us an e-mail to
radioworki@ imaspub.com.
One enlightened employee can make the difference in establishing practices
like this. And directors of engineering shouldn't feel they must wait on CEOs to
suggest such programs.
As the industry pursues aconversion to digital, good broadcast engineers are
more important than ever. Ownership needs to do abetter job at recognizing them.
— RW

find LPs out there, yet radio is quick to do all
sorts of things that will only succeed in alienating its listenership — like ramming AM
bandwidth reduction down everyone's throat
(thus rendering high-end, expensive wideband AM receivers useless) while simultaneously cluttering up the good signals that do
exist with sideband HD.
In general, radio has undergone astrange
transition into "bizarro world" over the last
15-20 years. It wasn't too long ago that PDs,
GMs and their engineers would tweak their
station with all sorts of compressors, limiters
and secret "gadgets:' trying to give themselves bigger sounds than their competitors.
They took pride in having punchy, booming,
impossible-to-ignore audio that reached out
and grabbed you while you drove around in
your car, lie on the beach, enjoyed apicnic or
sat at the kitchen table doing your homework.
Now, stations are falling all over themselves to get the cleanest, most digital and
flat-sounding audio they can. Somewhere, the
idea of radio as an entertainment medium,
and high-end hi-fi equipment got confused
with one another, and the end result may be
station after station that will sound identical
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Several e-mail responses from all over
the nation, from people Ihaven't seen or
talked to for years, attest to the power of
Radio World. Thank you for putting the
article in the paper (" Small Town
Produced Big Radio," July 6), and for
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DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE

The NEW
AUDIOARTS

D-75 DIGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on-air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletcp installation, and best
of all— completely modular.
A TRUE plug-and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!
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The Vorsis AP- 3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound
exactly the way you want it
—cleanly and efficiently.
Built around amulti- band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP-3
replaces awhole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your
signal ( HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,
expander), then let's you apply 3- band
AGC/compression and 4- band parametric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through afinal stage
zero-overshoot peak limiter.
With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our
included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the
AP-3direct and easy, offering
complete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor
functions, system settings
and security— all through
asingle R.1-45 ethernet
connection that lets
you control one or
many AP- 3 units.
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